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Student arrested on 
menacing charges 
STUDENT SUSPENION: Senior Brent Arnold, member of the Army ROTC, sits in the Union ballroom during 
the military ball last semester. Arnold is being charged with aggravated menacing. 
By Russ Zimmer 
REPORTED 
A University student who had 
a shotgun and a "hit list" in his 
residence room will not be 
returning to Bowling Green 
State University following his 
appearance in court yesterday. 
Brent Arnold, senior, was 
charged with aggravated 
menacing and has voluntarily 
withdrawn from the University. 
As far as university sanctions 
against Arnold, the case is still 
pending, Arnold, currently under 
interim suspension, still faces die 
student disciplinary process. If 
he chooses to reenroll into the 
University, he could face penal- 
ties Mom a warning to permanent 
expulsion, pending the hearing. 
Arnold, a cadet in the 
University's Army ROTC 
program, and a friend went to 
the campus police station on 
Saturday and told the police 
that Arnold was thinking about 
harming himself. 
"It's not unusual for a student 
feeling depressed to speak to us," 
police Chief lames Wiegand said. 
litter the police received 
information that Arnold had 
a weapon in his Harshman- 
Anderson dorm room. At that 
point, police escorted Arnold to 
his room where he turned over 
a shotgun and ammunidon to 
the authorities. 
In addition to the shotgun 
Arnold purchased, he also had 
a list of names of people who, 
Wiegand believes, were fellow res- 
idents of Harshman-Anderson. 
Arnold's intentions for die people 
on the list are unknown. 
Arnold was taken to a 
treatment facility by police 
Saturday night because he was 
suffering from depression. 
"The major concern is for 
the safety of the students, that's 
why he was taken to treatment," 
Wiegand said. 
He appeared in Bowling 
Green Municipal Court yester- 
day morning, was charged and 
then released. He left with his 
parents and will not be on 
campus, according to the police. 
Students living nearby Arnold 
were surprised and troubled by 
the situation. 
"It's scary because he had 
access to the area of our dorm, 
he lived real close," said Kelly 
Burrows, resident of Dunbar. 
Others were troubled by his 
possible intentions. 
"I was shocked that he had a 
hit list," said Bromfield resident 
Martha Daniel said. 
Media Relations Director Teri 
Sharp urged students who are 
feeling disheartened to make 
use of the Counseling Center on 
campus. 
"We are continually doing 
our best to offer the services to 
students who are feeling 
depressed," Sharp said. 
Sports columnist gives inspirational advice 
By/Bison Halco 
RjPORtEB 
Women competingon the playing 
field, writing about sports i 
lowing theii dreams were all topics 
discussed at i hiisiine Brennan's 
speech yesterday Brennan, cur- 
rently a sports columnisi fbi tls\ 
Ibday. spoke on campus last night 
at the kicknii for Women and 
Spoit: Before, During and Aftei 
inie IY .i symposium focusing 
on all aspects oi women In sports. 
\s an athtedi girl growing up 
in ,i suburb ol Ibledo in d 
and 1970s, Brennan experienced 
the differences In the waj guts' 
and boys' sports were created .it 
the time. No formal girls' s|«>ns 
teams were available foi her to 
play on until Brennan was in high 
school. Even then the girls had to 
deal with inadequate uniforms, 
a lack of provided transporta- 
tion to away games and small 
audiences. When one ol the boys' 
teams would be hosting a game, 
the Kills had In give up then lockei 
room for the visiting team rhe 
girls werenl really offended at the 
time, however, because the) didn'i 
know anything different 
"We loved it." Brennan said, 
We didn't know what we didn'i 
have." 
\s a high school and college 
student, Brennan knew she 
wanted to turn her love ol spoils 
and writing into a careei as >i 
spun- writer. Ai the time, she 
wasn't aware ol any women in 
Such a position. I'hal didn't stop 
hn from pursuing her dream 
"I had no idea women could 
be sports writers," Brennan said. 
I had no idea what I was doing, 
bin I kept doing what I loved — I 
followed inv dream." 
Brennan has since achieved 
her goal ol writing about sports 
and   more   She   was   the   first 
female sportswrtter ai the Miami 
Herald, the tirst female to cover 
the Washington Redskins for The 
Washington  Post, a television 
reporter for many of the Olympic 
games anil the author of several 
sports-themed books. 
Brennan said the reason behind 
her success is her love of spoils 
and how this impacts the way 
she lives her life. Life can be lived 
much like spoils can he played. 
she said 
"It's all about working 
harder than the kid next to you," 
she said. 
This.  Brennan said, is why 
gender equality   In spoils is so 
important 
"A girl is going to be a better 
person If Bhe's playing sports." 
she said. 
Girls who play sports tend to 
get better grades and are less likely 
to use illegal drugs, all because 
they have learned how to win, 
lose and how to play on teams. 
Brennan said. Because of these 
beliefs, she is an advocate of Title 
IX, an amendment adopted by die 
U.S. government in 1972 to ensure 
gender equality in educational 
programs, including athletics. 
Brennan's speech is the first of 
several events lor the Women and 
Sport symposium, hosted by die 
Women's Studies Program. Other 
events include presentations by 
various women involved in the 
world of womens' sports and a 
panel discussion about life before 
lide IX. All events are free and 
open to the public 
"We have an amazing array of 
presentations," said Vikki Krane, 
director of the Women's Studies 
Program. "The symposium has 
grown far bigger and better than 
we ever expected." 
WOMEN SPORTS 
FEB. 3. 8 A.M: 308 Bowen- 
Thompson Student Union 
keynote speaker Bernice 
Sandier, author of books on 
how women are changing 
sport. 
FEB. 4,10:30 A.M:Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom keynote speaker 
Manah Burton Nelson, the first 
person to testify against 
discrimination against women in 
education. 
FEB.5,8:30A.M: 101 Olscamp 
Hall Pre-Title IX Athletic Panel, 
speaker Mary Jo Kane of the 
Tucker Center for Research on 
Girls and Women in Sport, 
speaker Deborah Larkin of the 
National Women's Law Center. 
Annon investigated 
IHt  ASSOCIATED  PHIiS 
UNITED     NATIONS      AI' 
— Investigators probing alle- 
gations ol impropriety In the 
U.N. oil-for-food program have 
questioned  Secretary-General 
Kofi Annan aboul his involve- 
menl and will do so again, a 
U.N, spokesman said luesday 
Annan met "more than once 
for an extended period ol time" 
with former led Cliaiiman Paul 
Volckerand his investigators last 
year, spokesman I red Lckhard 
said. He said he believed there 
were two meetings, but he was 
not sure. 
"The secretary general is 
part of the investigation, is a 
subject like anyone else inv ohied 
in oil-for-food at the secretariat," 
Hckhard said. 
Investigators are probing 
allegations that administrators 
at the U.N. oil-for-food program 
for Iraq took bribes and allowed 
Saddam I lussein to skim money 
from the program. 
Launched in December 1996, 
the program allowed Saddam 
Hussein's regime to sell unlimit- 
ed quantities ol oil provided the 
money went primarily to buy 
food, medicine and humani- 
tarian goods for Iraqis and pay 
reparations to victims of the 
1991 Cull War. 
\ report in October by top 
U.S. arms inspector Charles 
Duelfer said Saddam was able 
to subvert'' the $60 billion pro- 
gram to generate an estimated 
$1.7 billion in revenue outside 
UaN. control from 1997 to 2003. 
Saddam also raked in more 
than S8 billion from illicit oil 
deals with Jordan. Syria, Turkey 
and Egypt, according to U.S. 
congressional investigators. 
The report alleged that 
Saddam issued secret 
vouchers for the purchase ol 
Iraqi oil to U.N. officials and an 
array of officials and political 
figures from various countries 
reportedly to curry favor with 
key Security Council members 
That oil could then be resold at 
a profit 
There are also at least fi\ e Us 
congressional probes into the 
scandal, which has been a major 
blow to the United Nations and 
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By Russ Zimmer 
REPORTER 
As President Bush was 
preparing to give his State of 
the Union address last night, 
Antonino D'Ambrosio was 
giving a different kind of talk 
to students and faculty in 
the Business Administration 
building. 
D'Ambrosio, author, 
filmmaker and musician 
among other professions, 
spoke on personal develop- 
ment of political activism and, 
specifically, the influence the 
punk-rock band die Clash had 
on his own work. 
"I don't like the term activ- 
ist.' It's culturally based work. 
To us. it's like we are workers," 
D'Ambrosio said. 
D'Ambrosio, from 
Philadelphia, is currently on a 
Midwest book tour to promote 
"Let Fury Have the Hour," a 
collection of D'Ambrosio's 
essays and pieces by die Clash's 
fronrman loe Strummer. 
"|oe Strummer. the Clash, 
radical politics, activism 
— that's what this book is all 
about," D'Ambrosio said. 
D'Ambrosio used clips of 
songs from the Clash as well 
as concert video footage to 
show the fun and energetic, 
but politically-charged, music 
they produced. Overcoming 
the grimness of the mate- 
rial the Clash dealt with 
was one of their greatest 
accomplishments. 
"Their music is fun and 
engaging. It shows that the 
world is worth fighting for," 
D'Ambrosio said. 
The Clash came to the 
forefront of punk quickly by 
the optimism for change in 
their music. 
"They offered an alterna- 
tive," D'Ambrosio said. "(Their 
music! is not just nihilis- 
tic complaints against the 
right-wing. They offered 
hope." 
Many artists have followed 
the Clash's lead by making 
music that has messages of 
DRUMS. PAGE 2 
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Phuket battles catastrophe 
By Ben Stocking 
KNIGHI  RID9ER  N[WSP»PERS 
PHUKET, Thailand Live weeks 
after the Asian tsunami washed 
across this tourist mecra, the 
waves arc still bartering Phuket's 
residents, even though the sea is 
calm anil the ;iir is Hired with the 
sounds of saws and hammers 
rebuilding the physical damage, 
[he tourists are gone, and with 
them tens of thousands of johs. 
More horrifying still, the dead 
remain very much present, with 
thousands of bodies unidenti- 
fied, placed in cold storage In 
hopes their names will be known 
one day. a process that might 
lake .i year or more. 
Tt took five months to Identify 
202 bodies after the Bali bomb- 
ing," said l.eif Andersson, a 
Swedish detective, referring to a 
terrorist attack in Bali, Indonesia, 
two years ago "We have nearly 
2,000 bodies. It could lake us 
one or two years to identify all 
of them. 
The tsunami caused roughrj 
S250 million in property dam- 
age in Phuket, according to 
Pattanpong   Aikwanich,   the 
president Ol the Phuket loiinsi 
Association But the falloff in 
tourism during January and 
February _ the high season _ is 
expected to cost $500 million. 
Most of the island was 
untouched In the tsunami, 
which slammed the western 
Shore but left Phuket City and 
90 percent of the island jusi as it 
was before. Several small hotels 
with beachfront bungalows 
were wiped out, but many larg- 
er hotels sustained only minor 
damage. Some never closed, 
some already have reopened 
and others expect to be operat- 
ing within two to six months. 
"Event low, we are ready to wel- 
come the tourists." Aikwanich 
said, adding that only 5,000 of 
the island's 35,000 hotel rooms 
were lost. "Unfortunately, they 
don't understand that we are 
ready." 
Hotel occupancy has plum- 
meted from the usual high-sea- 
son rate of 90 percent to just III 
TEAM WORK Work continues at Phuket's Kamala beach to restore store fronts damaged by the December 
26 tsunami. Phuket's economy is hard hit by Hie post-tsunami slowdown of the tourism industry. 
percent. 
Rough!) 5,300 people died in 
southern Thailand. Some I 600 
to   1,800 were  thought   to  be 
Western tourists 
I he bodies ol ontj 16 tourists 
have been official!) identified so 
far, according to Reynold Doiron, 
a spokesman foi the interna- 
tional leam that's coordinating 
the Identification effort 
I'athologists have examined 
and cataloged 1,546 bodies so 
tar. Now investigators will begin 
trying to match DNA samples. 
fingerprints, denial records and 
uilui clues with information 
collected In investigators in the 
victims' home countries. 
Until last week, pathologists 
and other forensic experts were 
examining bodies at Buddhist 
temples in Phuket and Khao 
I ak, a badly damaged dt) about 
60 miles north of Phuket But 
authorities   are   moving   the 
It's Valentine's Day ... how you love it! Renew your relationship. 
Reinvent the Day. Reconnect in a new way with The Town Center 
at Levis Commons 
Superior dining. First class shopping. One-ol-a-kind gills. Make 
it sweet with Schakolad Chocolate Factory- Make it heaven 
scent with Yankee Candle. Make it stylish with Brighton 
Collectibles. And. visit the newly opened Shoe Dept. 
It's Valentine's Day. simplified 
Why not become a part ol it all today by visiting us at 
www.ShopLevisCommons.com. Register to become a member 
of our e-community. and you'll receive hot news and updates on 
exciting store happenings, including Books-A-Mlllion 
and Biaggi's Ristorante Italiano! 
> ^ 
THE TOWN CENTER AT 
.J^EVIS   ©OMMONS 
life,   simplified. 
www. Shop Levis Commons.com 
tourists'  bodies to one site ill 
Phuket, where the Norwegian 
»»i niment is building an air- 
conditioned morgue. I he new 
operation should facilitate the 
pathologists' work. By I in 
refrigerated containers i a 
dies had been moved to 
the site 
what to do about the job- 
less is just as daunting Roughly 
130,000 jobs were wiped out 
in   southern   fhailand   when 
the wave crashed ashore Pee. 
26, said Hakan Bjorkman, the 
deputy director ol the United 
Nations I levelopmeni Program's 
Itallgkok office. 
While the vast majority were 
tourism-related, some 30,000 
shrimpers and fishermen also 
losi iheu jobs, i heii boats oi 
fishing  traps  were obliterated 
when the tsunami hit -KM) \ lllag- 
es along the western Thai coast, 
home to thousands ol subsis- 
tence fishermen on the shores ol 
the Andaman sea 
Ihe lhai government gave 
them loud, water, medical cue 
and temporary bousing. Now die 
challenge is to find them work. 
"They are poor." Bjorkman 
said. "Fishing is theii safety nei 
[hat's what the) ret) on when 
nothing else works. When the) 
lose fishing, they become des 
finite." 
I be u.\ Development 
Program will in, to provide job 
training, be said. 
Hut for most Phuket residents, 
the answer is simple: 1 me back 
the tourists 
"I'm living off my savings," 
said Ratchanee Kongboong, 36, 
who ran a small tour business 
with her husband before the 
tsunami hit I have enough for 
three or lour months." 
Kongboong worked in Patong, 
the town thai drew the hulk ol 
Phuket's tourists with iis high- 
rise   hotels,   beachside  bun 
galows,   bars,   nightclubs   and 
od restaurants, including 
McDonald's, kl ( ,Starbucksand 
a soon-to-open Hooters 
\lthougb the wave damaged 
-lines   along  Patong's  beach 
rroni strip, must of the town was 
unharmed Lasi week, colorful 
beach umbrellas and chaise 
lounges were back on the beach 
Km the beach remained large 
ly empty of tourists. 
\letta Kankhow, who lost 
her job at a beat liside restau 
rant .ind now sells fruit bom a 
street-side stand, issued a plea: 
'Please come back. ( nine back 
lo I hailand. 
NOI only  tourists  have left. 
Main workers have returned to 
theil home Milages, spooked In 
the deaths here 
\ loi oi them •are supersti 
lions,' said  Heinie  Meyer, an 
Vustralian who runs Bemie's 
Bistro Bar and Guest House In 
Karon beach. ' they're afraid ol 
ghosts A lot ol the people who 
winked here especially the bar 
giils have gone back home." 
The Clash provide 
band's inspiration 
DRUMS, f ROM PAGE 1 
activism including Mos Del. 
luga/.i and Public Enemy but 
none has been able to reach 
tlii' status of "the only band that 
n lattcrs." as die Clash was often 
called. 
The subject of Iraq, American 
intervention and the 200-1 dec 
lion were also touched on by 
D'Ambtosio. lie spoke on how 
in American people of different 
ethnic backgrounds have built 
this country and the current 
need for acceptance of different 
cultures worldwide, 
"Koiubingbiiildiiigsthalliavc 
siood for 500 years —that's ret 
rible," D'Ambtosio said. 
(libers at the forum shared 
the same sentiment. 
"We need to look toward rev- 
olutionary an il we are going to 
find a solution to the forces that 
run both our nation and nations 
across the globe.'' said Daniel 
Boudreau of the American 
Culture Studies department. 
D'Ambrosio was well- 
received by the crowd and 
many slaved afterward to con- 
tinue the conversation. 
"D'Ambrosio's presenta- 
tion was important, not only 
because it offered insight into 
the extraordinary life of foe 
Siruinnici. but also because it 
provided a model as to how we 
can increase social awareness 
and political activism in our 
culture." said Calli I lelldobler, a 
KGSti student 
D'Ambrosio is the founder of 
i.ilmta. a 75,000 person-strong 
organization dedicated to — 
among oilier things — docu- 
mentary filmmaking, programs 
advocating activism and has its 
roots in technical assistance to 
grassroots groups. Members 
of Tallinn, established In 1997, 
recently attended the World 
Social Forum in Brazil and met 
with Brazilian president Tula 
as well as Southeast Asia lo 
address the tsunami disaster, 
The    Speech    was    called 
"Politics in the Drams: Creating 
Activist Culture, Retaining a 
l*unk Ethic"  Ihe title comes 
from a quote by hip-hop pio- 
neer lab Ptve Freddy referring 
10 the militancy in the rhythm 
of early rap, who said. "Ihe pol- 
itics are in mediums." 
Ad pulled in light of 
sex abuse victims 
By David Sander 
IH[ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NEWYORK-Ford Motor Ca on 
Wednesda) abrupt!) yanked a 
planned Super Bowl advertise 
rnent that depicted a clergyman 
tempted in a new pickup truck 
aftei someclerg) sex abuse vic- 
tims complained the ad made 
light ol rheir trauma. 
I be company wants to keep the 
focus on iis new track model 
rather than controversy, said 
Sara latchfo, spokeswoman loi 
Ford's Lincoln division. 
The ad shows a sel ol cai 
keys  placed   on   a  collection 
plaie: the clergyman then finds 
a new Lincoln Mark LI truck in 
the parking lot. when the > at s 
owner shows up, bis little girl 
smiling and poking her head 
from behind, the Implication is 
that the child had dropped ihe 
keys in the plate. 
The clergyman hands ovei 
thekeys, and is then shown add- 
ing the letters 1 I 10 a message 
board advertising an upcoming 
sermon   on lust. 
1 he 1 Imago based Survivors 
Networks of those Abused by 
Priests believed the little giri's 
presence In the ad with the 
i lergyman and the word "lust" 
bad sexual overtones, and that 
Lincoln was playing oil news 
of religious sex scandals to sell 
cars, [he survivors' group urged 
lord to pull the ad and. within 
hours of their complaint, the 
company obliged. 
Il shows theil compassion 
and I think will spare lots of 
people a great deal of pain,"' 
Said   Barbara   Klaine,  SNAP'S 
president 
Lincoln hasn't decided 
whether the M\ will run else- 
where Il wasn't (heap lo pro- 
duce: I he company hired " Ihe 
Cell   director Tarsem Singh 
to  make the ad, and  singer 
t assandra Wilson ami well- 
known producer Don Was 
recorded a version of the bill"" 
llolida> song Guilty" for the 
background music, 
ii s also unclear whether 01 
not 1 old will use the space it 
reserved on the super Howl 
telecast for another ad, or seek 
a refund. Foochas been charging 
$2.4 million for :i(l second ads 
on Sunday's Super bowl tele- 
cast. 
The ad was to launch an 
entire advertising campaign for 
the Mark IT, which will he in 
showrooms later this month. 
FEATURES: 
• New Carpet • Tile Floors 
• New Furniture       • 2 Full Baths 
• New Kitchens        • New Appliances 
• Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal 
Greenbriar, Inc. 
(419) 352-0717 www.greenbriarrentals.com 
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ORG. WISHES TO HEAL" CAMPUS TOMORROW 
The Kingdom M'Powerment Ministries organization, 
will be holding a two-day conference beginning 
tomorrow in Olsiamp 101. The conference will 
feature national speakers, in addition to recording 
artists, performing mainly gospel music. The event is 
at 8 p.m. CAMPUS 
Brian McRoberls BGNews 
IT'S GETTING CLOSE: As graduation nears for most University seniors, the KEY Yearbook is once again 
sponsoring free senior photos in the Black Swamp Pub. Above, senior lamie Cercovic. 
Advantages of Title IX not 
fuUy realized 30 years later 
Adoptees:'Who am I?' 
By Laura Collins 
R!">CK; 
Professors addressed Issues 
surrounding ritle IX yesterdaj 
ai Brown Bag I unch: "Title 
l\: I In-1 aw, II"' Impact" rhe 
event was in conjunction with 
las) night's speaker Christine 
Brennan, who was the first 
speaker at the women and 
sport symposium 
Dr. Vikki Krane, direc I 
the womens studies program, 
and Dr. lanet Parks spoke 
about the history ol title i.v 
conunonniythssunroundingthe 
law, its current status and future 
concerns. 
HH' point of the symposium 
is to educate iMtiplr and debunk 
myths about fldefX," Krane said 
"I think it is rcalK Important 
students and athletes 
understand rule ix." 
Krone    said    there    are 
three ways a school can be 
considered in compliance with 
ride IX. The first — proportion- 
alit] means thataschool must 
have the same ratio of male to 
female athletes as it does male 
to female students. Secondly, a 
school can shou that they have 
a history of trying to equalize 
opportunities. Finally, a school 
could show the) have effective 
accommodation of both men 
and women In education 
Both    I'arks   and    Krane 
agreed that one ol the b 
misconceptions about Title ix is 
the perception that the law was 
[o decrease men's sports 
I he initial intention ol title 
K was to increase opportunities 
in education, which includes 
sport, and 10 make son' there 
are equitable opportunities for 
males and females," Krane said. 
There was nothing In the law 
supporting cutting men's sport" 
krane and Parks also said 
ih.it overall, opportunities for 
men in sports have risen and 
one reason tor the decline in 
sports like gymnastics and 
wrestling   is   because   more 
men are playing football and 
basketball. 
In closing. I'arks stressed 
even though Title IX has been 
ai ound tor n\ el :I0 years.il is not 
something that people should 
lake for granted because it can 
still be turned around. 
"We  cannot  relax  because 
there will always, for mam. 
main years be threats to litle 
DC," Parks said. 
I or more information on this 
topic ami upcoming events 
visit  the Women  and  Sport: 
Before, DuringandAfterTlde DC 
website      at:      www.bgsu. 
cdu, departments/wins!/ 
womenandsport.html. 
By Marc Ramirez 
THE  SEATTLE  HUES 
SEATTLE — (Ironing up In 
Itirt Orchard, Wash., Christina 
lohnson was your typical 
all-American girl. Except that 
she wasn't. Adopted from Korea. 
she identified with her white 
adoptive parents and didn't 
tliink much about race, men 
when kids pulled their CMS back 
in mimicry or when store clerks 
asked where her mother was 
even though she was standing 
right there. 
I hen.    at     16,    lohnson 
attended for a summer youth 
program InSeatUe'sInternadonal 
District. The program was a 
leadership training session that 
attracted a diverse group ol 
teens. "It was the first time I'd 
been around so mam Asians." 
the 20-year-old   University   of 
Washington sophomore says. 
She worried about not being 
cool enough, not being Asian 
enough. Normally outgoing, she 
shut down. 
It was one step on a difficult 
journey toward finding identity 
as an Asian adoptee, one filled 
with questions that came from 
within as much as from others: 
Why don't you look like your 
family? Why do you look \sian 
but act "white"? Who are you, 
really? 
The range of Asian adoptee 
experiences are the subject 
of "Asian & Pacific Islander 
Adoptees: A Inurney Through 
Identity," an exhibit running 
through Sept. 4 at Seattle's Wing 
1 like Asian Museum. 
I he exhibit features 
mementos   such   as   clothes 
worn by adoptees upon their 
U.S. arrival and snapshots of 
adoptees' return visits to their 
birth countries. There are 
journals, video footage and 
photos of adoptive parents such 
as Seattle". Diane Bobbins and 
Vickie  Wallen,   who   adopted 
3-year-old Sam from Vietnam 
when he was I months old. 
With children from countries 
such as China. Korea. India 
and Thailand, these families 
are among the vanguard of an 
emerging multicultural sodet) 
I he origins ol Asian adoption. 
the exhibit notes, rest with U.S. 
military intervention in Asia. 
from the Philippines to Vietnam, 
"U.S,   military   and   economic 
might,"   it   stales,  "paradox! 
i all)   orphaned   thousands ol 
children who were later adopted 
in American parents." 
In the 1950s, they started 
(inning from Korea; 20 years 
later it was Vietnam and 
Cambodia  In  the   1990s,  a 
rising U.S. economy led growing 
numbers   of  adoptions   from 
China, Thailand and India; these 
days, instead ol war, the driving 
forces are poverty, social taboos 
regarding unwed mothers and 
family planning restrictions. 
for example, advocates say 
the vast majority of Korean 
adoptees are children of young, 
tinned mothers who suffer a 
luieriea-like stigma. 
I hough pen eptionsareslonly 
changing. "Korean society is not 
set up for single mothers to raise 
their children," says Mary \nn 
Curran, social services dire tot 
for Renton, Wash.-based World 
Association lor Children and 
Parents. WACAP is one of many 
international adoption agencies 
placing \si,in adoptees state- 
wide. 
In 2002 —  the latest  state 
numbers available      w \< w 
says Washington families took in 
322 \sian adoptees, two-thirds 
of them from China Another 
40 came from Korea, 29 from 
Vietnam which has since halted 
adoptions) and 211 from India. 
Main     agencies   strive   to 
pi,ue   children   with   families 
of the same ethnicity 01 race. 
At the same lime, says Lillian 
rhogerson.   WACAP's   chief 
operating officer, "we believe 
having a family is important, 
and we won't hold up a child 
just waiting for a family of the 
same heritage 
last war. WACAP placed 
about 15 percent Ol its Asian 
adoptees nationwide with 
families ol similar heritage. 
There  was  a   time   when 
adoptive parents thought it best 
to fully Americanize their child, 
cutting all ties to the child's birth 
country. lenny Kelly, adopted 
at  10 from Korea, says social 
workers told her parents 
establishing such links would 
only confuse her, 
Mam parents now go the 
extra mile, traveling overseas 
in see theii child's origins and 
fostering appreciation of the 
childs birth country. One 
long-popular method ol 
educating adoptees about 
their birth countries are days- 
long 'culture camps" where 
participants learn about native 
.iris, food and traditions. 
Adoptive families are 
becoming more aware that the 
child needs to he in touch with 
his heritage," WACAP's Curran 
says. 
Kelly says adoptive parents 
should offer opportunities 
without pushing too aggressive- 
ly li- a tine balance, but she's 
glad fewer parents now choose 
to ignore their child's origins. 
"The confusing part is being 
told you're just like everybody 
else." she says. " I hat's where 
you  have your  identity   crisis, 
because you believe that You 
feel totally Caucasian on the 
inside, but when you go Into 
the real world, you're treated 
different,     as     an     Asian 
individual' 
But      because      adoptees' 
journeys toward identity can be 
gradual and complex, support 
groups such as the \sian Xclcilt 
Adoptees of Washington have 
blossomed to provide resources, 
networking and camaraderie, 
Founded in 1996, AAAW serves 
both adoptees and adoptive 
families - for instance, offering 
guidance for those considering 
birth-country visits or just look- 
ing for similar companionship. 
getalife 
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All Day 
The Center tor Multicultural & 
Academic Initiatives 16th Annual 
Dinner Theatre Show. "The 80s Pt. 
2. A Night to Remember!" Enioy an 
evening ol entertainment provided 
by BGSU's finest students, faculty 
and staff Celebrating artists such 
as Prince and Whitney Houston 
Friday's show is $20, includes hors 
d'oeuvres and theatre-style general 
seating. Saturday's show is $25. 
includes a dinner buffet, reserved 
table seating and a cash bar 
(semi -formal). 
Advanced reservations are 
required Departments and 
organizations may purchase tables 
via budget transfer. For more 
information call 327-2642. 
424 Saddlemire Student Services 
Building 
8-9:15 a.m. 
Bernice R Sandier, expert on 
women's issues, played a major role 
in the development and passage 
of Title IX and other legislation 
prohibiting discrimination against 
women and girls in education She 
is one of three keynote speakers 
for the "Women and Sport: 
Before. During, and After Title IX" 
symposium 
308 Union 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
The KEY Yearbook's FREE senior 
portrait session is open to all 
seniors graduating in the spring or 
summer. 
Students who have their pictures 
taken will automatically be included 
in the 2005 yearbook There is no 
charge for having the portraits 
taken, but there is an ordering 
option if you'd like to purchase a 
photo package. Please come in 
professional attire. Walk-ins are 
welcome, but appointments are 
preferred Call the KEY at 372-8086 
for more information or to make an 
appointment. 
Black Swamp Pub 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Vagina Monologues Ticket Sales 
Sponsored by the Organization lor 
Women's Issues 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m. -5 p.m. 
Black Issues Conference Sign-up 
The Center for Multicultural and 
Academic Initiatives will be signing 
up students and faculty for the 
2005 Black Issues Conference. 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m. -2 p.m. 
Tsunami Wrist Bands Sale. 
Campus Involvement will be selling 
wrist bands as a Tsunami Relief 
fundraiser. 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Camp Adventure Info/Recruitment 
Sponsored by Camp Adventure. 
Union Lobby 
11:30 a.m.-5 p.m. 
GeoJourney Geology Field Program 
Info and Recruitment. Sponsored by 
Geology Club 
Union Lobby 
11:30 a.m. -6 p.m. 
Healing a Campus Conference 
2005 Ticket Sales. Kingdom 
M'Powerment will also be recruiting 
for their conference. 
Union Lobby 
7 p.m. 
2-D Artist Association Student 
Exhibition. "Two Dimensional Artist 
Association Student Exhibition" 
The International Careers Network 
was created to help students 
explore career options in the 
international arena, whether in 
government, business, educational, 
travel or other sectors. 
Out network begins by sharing 
information with one another, and 
extends through collaboration with 
other campus organizations, invited 
speakers, the Career Center and 
academic departments including 
International Studies. For more 
information contact: Martina 
Hanulova (Secretary of International 
Careers Networkl. 
101 Shatzel Hall 
8 p.m. 
Comedy Showcase, Sponsored by 
University Activities Organization 
Black Swainu Pub 
Chiropractic... 
The Right Choice For Your Future 
Is your dream to become a doctor, to study in beautiful surroundings, with a world-renowned 
faculty and state ot the art facilities - what more could you want in a professional education? 
Logan College students receive all this and more! If you are ready 10 accept the challenge 
of graduate professional study in science, physiotherapy, nutntjon, radiology, clinical 
sciences, chiropractic techniques and extensive clinical rotations, then Logan College 
is the place for you. 
Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help patients get well 
through non-invasive healthcare while preparing you to earn a substantial 
income commensurate with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic 
Most DCs work in a private practice setting, providing time for family 
and other important quality of life priorities. 
ContactLogan College at 1-800-533-9210 oral kxjanadm@logan.edu 
to receive an information packet describing the world's fastest growing 
healthcare profession. You can also visit our website at www.logan.edu. 
Logan 1-800-533-9210 www.logan.edu 
loganadm@logan.edu 
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Jaton Kucma 
Third-Year Student 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only 
$470! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch style 
apartment with private 
entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Laundry facilities 
• Pets welcome 
• Convenient on-slte parking 
IM 
t 
FREE   HEAT 
1 
VAUilll SQU»M 








IS DEFINED BY WHAT YOU DO. 
NOT BY HOW LONG YOU DO IT. 
IIUIUJU ■' H- ,,,!ff! 
Inlroduong the Accelerated Army Enlistment 
Option Thrs new program is open to gratkialing 
and non-returning students and gives you trie 
chance to serve as a Sold* tor just IS months 
after completing youi initial training 
Here's how it worts You choose from up tb 60 
different specialties ranging from engineer to 
firefighter tc artillery crewmeinber The specialty 
you choose is based on your qualifications, your 
experience and natwaliy. your abilities 
Apart from the skills youtl get and the chance 
to do something for your country, you M waft 
away with either $5,000 cash or up to $18,000 
to pay bae* student loans Not to mention the 
lad that your student loan payments are 
deferred while you serve , 
So. as you approach graduation ask yourself 
where you want to be in a couple ot years time. 
And find out how becoming a Soldier can get 
you there so much Quicker 
Visit ISmonth goarmycam or,call 
I 800-23S-5385 to get more details 
ACCEI FRATfct) ARMY ENLISIMENT OPTION ■» 
Where: 1616 E. Wooster Street in Bowling Green 
When: Mon ■ Fri 9 am ■ 5 pm. Sat 10 am - 2pm 
Who: Staff Sgt Derrick Klein (419) 352-7541 
4      -sday. February 3. 2005 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Ql on;   .ninli: 
"I et sface it. tolerating an Irish rock star is 
not a necessity of his office." 
Bono,onan AIDS talk with President Bush,in which the pn si 
don had to bang his fist on»desk n i gel a word in edgewise OPINION 
I WIRKKDITOHIAlJ INDIANA UNIVERSITY 
break 
tuition, rent, utilities, 
. nd parking fees (noi 
 n athletic fees) wercnl 
i. everj semester, college 
is have to cough up hun- 
ol dollars for textbooks 
u den tin students all 
the i <mini>. hoi some 
md politicianb maj have 
land    Delegate    Peter 
,ii D Montgomery mould 
textbooks exempted 
s tax to help students 
extra dollars, Undei 
YOU DECIDE 
Do you think lawmakers should 
work to minimize textbook 
costs? Send an E-mail to 
thenews@bgnews.com and tell 
us what you think, or post feed- 
back on our Web site. 
his proposal, any lull- or pan 
rime college student would be 
able in simpK present a student 
identification card to purchase 
textbooks tax-free, 
i ollege textbooks arc not a 
luxury item, A good education 
requires them. 
According to Virgirua21, a 
Virginia-based, nonpartisan 
youth activist group, the a\ 
college student pays about $800 
for textbooks cadi semester. I he 
\merican i ouncil on Education 
puts the cost at $900. 
lint Franchot is facing opposi- 
tion from other delegates who 
feel thai a few extra bucks" worth 
of savings pet student isn't a sig- 
nificant enough benefit to war- 
rant the state losing an estimated 
S12 million if textbooks were no 
longer taxed. We think a similar 
move could benefit thin college 
wallets here in Bloomington. 
Maryland Delegate lean Cryor 
is one ol the naysayers, esti- 
mating thai most students In 
Maryland will save only about 
$50 per semester by foregoing 
vales tax, But .is any college stu- 
dent will tell you. a hundred extra 
bucks a year can go a long way 
when college students run up 
high debts on their credit cards. 
Many students' scholarships 
don't cover books, and it's difficult 
for students in need of financial 
assistance to come up with the 
money to pay exorbitant college 
bookstore prices. frequent publi- 
cations of new editions eliminate 
the possibility of buying cheaper 
used books. The inclusion of 
CD-ROMs and other extras like 
color graphics all contribute to 
even higher prices. 
A state government that truly 
values its higher education sys- 
tem will do what it takes to ensure 
its students are able to-succeed. 
This means finding a way to 
make up for the loss of a measly 
$12 million per year in Maryland. 
That cut is manageable and not 
frivolous in the least. 
We understand the state 
budget is tight at this time, 
but we're sure our legislators 
could give students a small but 
much-needed break on our 
textbooks. If our own student 
government is taking steps, our 
state government can act on 
behalf of college students, too. 
|ir|ir|1| 1 




I     the need to respond to 
\manda Dlugiewicz's 
ii lei oncerning Monday's 
meeting. I too was at the 
g and although I do like 
the idea ol the flags being low- 
think there is potential to 
lose its meaning. 
\c cording to the letter written 
In Senatot Khoury and backed 
In the Latino Student Union, 
Bags would be lowered 
whenever an Ohio soldiei was 
killed in the Iraq war. The 
lettet asked tin flags to be 
lowered from notification of 
death to burial 
I he main problem I have with 
this is that it seems, to me, the 
flags might be lowered more 
often than at full staff and mast 
When a soldier is killed abroad, 
they are first taken to Dover Ait 
Force Base, then backtotheii 
home state. At the USG meeting 
on Monday, someone men- 
tioned flags only being lowered 
from Monday to rhursday. 
I. however, feel its naive in 
think if someone is killed on 
Monday in Iraq, they Will he bur 
led sometime rhursday. Because 
of this, I could nut support the 








Asa HI,SI I alumna. I read 
iheBGNews. Decently, I 
learned ol fund raising 
ibyVAl E and others to 
continue the Victim Advocate 
position. Although I am aware 
ol budgei constraints at state 
i was appalled that 
sity was unable to 
nue funding the 
on after the federal grant 
tid for the position was 
id equally amazed that 




■ leased to read thai 
sitj funds will continue 
i, position, at least 
... I am writing to offer 
.   an alumna on the 
set ure continued 
■ tin this position. 
While at BGSU.l studied 
n's -Indies This program 
ded a context for 
landing what I and other 
i n experience by virtue 
uso while at 
i taught women's 
-si. Frequently, 
inu talked to me and to 
omens studies instruc- 
bout personal concerns, 
ially sexual violence, I saw 
-. ictimized students struggle to 
In school. 
uk. I volunteerasa 
appointed special advo- 
oi children in foster care i 
also work as a family therapist 
with abused children and their 
families. Both experiences give 
me a glimpse into the lives ul 
and their families. 
\ ictims need advo at \ to get 
tli rough a complicated, 
zing maze of issues, for 
women victimized while in 
college, assault interrupts the 
semester; the absence of an 
advocate would compromise 
victims' abilities in complete the 
semester or even their degrees 
Research shows thai women 
experience difficulties at work 
alter being assaulted. Sexual vio- 
lence against women students 
seems to have similar impact 
on their education. Victims 
frequently avoid situations in 
which the) fed vulnerable, such 
as doing research in the library 
slacks or walking after dark (to 
class, the library or the parking 
lol . I his may change a victim's 
ability mid-semester to 
complete a course. 
victims also frequently 
experience distressing 
phenomena such as flashbacks, 
memorv gaps and cognitive 
distortions that impair their 
abilities to concentrate on study- 
ing, organize notes and recall 
information for exams. Victims 
struggle to maintain their CiPAs 
and course loads; their financial 
aid may be compromised as a 
result of their difficulties. 
While necessary medical 
counseling, and legal appoint- 
ments require victims'time, 
energy and money     resources 
olhei students use for study. 
work or socializing. In addi- 
tion, college women may see 
their perpetrators on campus 
and sometimes live In the same 
dorm or attend the same classes. 
(bntinualion of tire advocate 
position is not a luxury; this posi- 
linn dedicated to victims' needs 
is the minimum the University 
could provide 10 help victimized 
sludenlsstay ill school. Ibis 
position complements — not 
duplicates — services offered by 
the counseling center, fifteen 
years ago when I was on campus, 
the counseling center, the healdi 
center, Residence Life, women's 
studies and student organiza- 
tions took the initiative for 
sponsoring programs and 
"If you question why 
it is important for 
the Victim Advocate 
position to continue. 
educate yourself 
by seeing Vagina 
Monologues this 
weekend." 
education about sexual 
victimization, from what I read 
in the lit. News, ibis pattern 
may continue 
More academic and adminis- 
trative entities should invest in 
continuing the advocate 
position. Administrators 
charged with monitoring 
student retention could back the 
continuation of the advocate 
position as one avenue toward 
ihcii goal. Affirmative action 
administrators could support 
this position to deter the 
development ol a "hostile 
environment lor women on 
campus. I challenge department 
chairpersons    who claim the 
successes of their female 
students as reflecting the 
quality of theii academic 
programs, especially those 
Departments in which female 
students are the minority. 
Leaders in Greek life, the 
Graduate College, the! area 
i enter, I Inandal Md, the 
College of Education, Ai ademic 
Advisement and the faculty 
Senate all have reason to protect 
female students'educational, 
and hence professional, futures. 
Administrators of campus sports 
programs surely recognize that 
vie limiziilion jeopardizes the 
academic and thus sports 
performance ol female athletes 
Again, for women victimized 
while in college, die absence ol 
an advocate could compromise 
their abilities to complete their 
educations, further, women 
who are unable to stay in school 
VICTIM ADVOCATE, PAGE 5 
ON THE STREET 
If you could start 
your own band, what 
would you call it? 
TOMJECH 













team is bad news 
At the end of last 
year, Clear Channel 
Entertainment revealed 
its decision to select l-'OX News 
as the main source of news 
programming for its 1.200 sta- 
tions across the United States. 
NOW, I'm pretty sure the 
average human being is not 
capable of dreaming up of such 
an awful idea. Our simple. 
good-at-heart nature should 
rule oul this possibility. 
Duly Satan himself could be 
responsible for such an evil 
palling. 
Iliis is a double- 
whammyin terms 
of further devastat- 
ing the American 
media It's bad 
enough that so few 
corporations con 
mil most of today's 
media, but what's 
worse is how 
one in particular, 
Rupert Murdochs 
POX News, has 
expanded its reign 
Ol right-wing pro- 
paganda with such 
speed since its formation in 1996, 
Sure, FOX News has been a 
success; but what's scary about 
it is that Its biggest 
accomplishment has been In 
misinforming a nation in a 
lime when knowing the facts is 
(could've been?) crucial. 
According to an October 2003 
I'rogram on International Policy 
Attitudes (PIPAI/Knowiedge 
Networks poll, POX News 
\ lew ers are among the most 
misinformed of all network 
news watchers. 
When asked the question, 
"I las die U.S. found weapons 
of mass destruction in Iraq?, 11 
percent of N PR-PBS viewers 
responded "Yes." [hath 
unfortunate, because that 
answer is incorrect. 
But compare that to the 33 
pen cut of I'OX News viewers 
who answered "Yes" to that 
question. And then feel your 
hands hall up Into little fists at 
your sides... 
Another |x>ll, again taken by 
PIPA/Knowiedge Networks, 
concluded that 16 percent of 
NPR-PBS viewers believed dial 
the United States had found 
links between Iraq and al-Qaeda. 
Compare that to the 
whopping 67 percent of Pox 
News fans who believed that 
statement was true (surprise! It's 
not), and then please try to tell 
me that we don't have a problem 
here. Please. Tell me. 
I'OX News prides itself on 
being "fair and balanced." In 




I (IX is a network with a clear 
agenda — a dearly conservative 
agenda 
Lets keep in mind that it was 
POX News dial was the first of 
the networks to declare George 
W Bush as presklenl following 
the 2000 election. Sure, the oth- 
ers followed suit shortly after. 
but it was POX that 
was bold enough 
to be first to call it. 
They later issued 
apologies for jump- 
ing die gun. but the 
eagerness to make 
such a premature 
call in favor of the 
Republican can- 
didate isn't all too 
comforting. 
And its FOX 
News which has 
For Clear Channel 
to incorporate 
a news network 
which is nothing 
more than a 
24/7 parade of 
partisanship 
into its daily 
programming, is 
just irresponsible." consistendy 
pitted well-known, 
powerful conservative pundits 
against virtually unknown, timid, 
pseudo-liberal commenta- 
tors. (Don't believe me? Rent 
"Outfoxed," see for yourself). 
It's also been POX News which 
has, in the span of four years, 
seen a 12 percent increase in the 
number of viewers who consider 
themselves "politically 
conservative." 
I don't think that's accidental. 
And 1 don't think it's loo 
ignorant of me to say POX News 
is just liatl. 
And now Clear Channel is 
doubling the airwave presence 
of lOX News. Now. more than 
100 of its stations will carry not 
only a nightly I'OX News 
broadcast, but also five-minute 
hourly updates. 
Thanks a lot, Clear Channel. 
But the folks at Wear Channel 
are no saints, either. 
Apart from stifling the artistic 
quality of music, Clear Channel's 
most recent accomplishments 
include banning Dixie Chicks' 
songs from some of its stations 
after lead singer Natalie Maines 
publicly criticized Bush, and 
firing several UN for making 
anti-war statements on-air. 
Additionally, Clear Channel 
sponsored pro-war rallies in 
major U.S. cities under the title 
"Rally for America", yet 
meanwhile, refused to allow a 
non-profit, pro-peace organiza- 
tion to display messages on a 
Times Square billboard. 
Clear Channel's founder, R. 
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Steven Hicks, raised over 
S100.000 for the Bush 
campaign. So while ii is no 
surprise lhal (his media 
organization, too. has a dear 
agenda, it is still dishearten- 
ing, and overall, unacceptable. 
Sure, we can laugh about 
what.crappy luck it is that 
these two unabashedly 
conservative media 
conglomerations arc 
joining forces to bring us 
more "fair and balanced" 
coverage alongside "qualitj 
music" such as Britney Spears. 
That's almost comical, right? 
But to be serious, this sort 
of conduct of the media is 
unethical, and this sort of 
journalism hardly constitutes 
as journalism at all. 
Clear Channel has the 
capacity to reach over 10(1 
million people across the 
globe every day. lor Clear 
Channel m Incorporate a 
news network which is 
nothing more than a 24/7 
parade of partisanship Into 
its daily programming, is just 
irresponsible. 
E-mail comments to Megan & 
schmmeg&bgnelbgw.edu. 
VICTIM A0V0CATE. FROM PAGE 4 
aftei victimization ma) 
experience damages from the 
lade of adequate support 
services should the university 
fail to provide it 
CoincidentaUy, a play 
written to "end violence against 
women and girls" will be 
performed this i hursdaj 
through Sunday,a BGSU. Hie 
Vagina Monologues is 
performed annual!) all over 
the world. It addresses mothei' 
daughter relationships, aging. 
lesbian relationships, hung in 
urban and rural settings, 
international sex traffick- 
ing, reproduction and more. 
Previous performances have 
demonstrated tremendous 
insight, humor and strength. 
If you question wh) ii Is 
so important for the \ Ictim 
\d\oc, ue position to continue, 
educate yourself In seeing 
Vagina Monologues this 
weekend. Proceeds »iii be used 
to support COCOOn, Bowling 
Green's domestic violence 
shelter, and donations foi 
continuing the Victim Advocate 
position will be accepted before 
and after all show-. 




Does God say war is a sin? 
Last week in his column 
George V'a I ko 
challenged the "pro-life" 
Christians vrith a difficult 
quesl ion. How they can be so 
adamantly opposed to 
abortion and yet support a 
war? Doesn't God say war is a 
sin? 1 low can these two views 
ever go hand-in-hand? 
War is an armed conflict 
between nations or factions 
w iihin a nation. War is the 
method with which nations are 
sometimes "forced" to use in 
order to protect their dozens, 
but are they committing a sin hi 
the process? 
With so many questions, 
where could we find some 
answers? Since (hristlans 
believe the Bible is the word of 
(tod, let's take it from the shelf. 
diisi i( off and examine what it 
says. 
In Romans 13 in the New 
Testament, the text clearly says 
that governments exist to 
maintain order. 
' lei every soul he subject to 
the governing authorities. For 
there is no authority except 
from God, and the authorities 
thai exist are appointed by God." 
Romans 13:1) 
Governments have to exist 
because there is evil in the 
world. If all people loved each 
other unselfishly and worked 
(c nether instead of for 
selfish ambition, then 
governments would not be 
necessary. Unfortunately, this 
is not the case. 
So, what exactly is the role of 
the government? Is it to simply 
make sure our highways arc 
intact, our mail gets where it 
needs to go and our schools 
educate children? Well, all of 
these goals are certainly noble, 
but the governments ultimate 
purpose is to protect the people 
of the nation. This includes 
maintaining internal order and 
protecting the Borders from 
outside threats as well. 
"For rulers are not a terror 
to good works, but to evil. Do 
you want to IK- unafraid of the 
authority? Do what is good, and 
you will have praise from the 
same." (Romans 133) 
Governments have not only 
the right, but the responsibil- 
ity to protect citizens from evil. 
F.vil can not go on ignored and 
unpunished. 
"But if you do evil, be afraid; 
for he does not bear the sword 
in vain; for he is God's minister, 
an avenger to execute wrath 
on him who practices evil.'' 
(Romans 13:4b) 
This means the government 
has the right to fulfill its purpose 
as protector by waging war — if 
necessary. 
This is the distinction 
between individuals abort- 
ing babies or murdering one 
another and governments kill- 
ing enemies in the midst of war. 
Individuals are commanded not 
to murder to fulfill their desires 
or needs," but governments are 
permitted to wage war. 
Imagine that you arc hired 
by a family to baby-sit lor their 
children. Your role and 
responsibility is to watch and 
protect the children Now 
Imagine a large dog suddenh, 
runs over and intends to harm 
die children in your care. It is 
not only your right, but job 
re do whatever you must do 
to protect the children. Now, 
If those same children were 
to wander over to a friendly, 
harmless dog and start 
kicking it or throwing stones a) 
It your job and responsibility 
would be to stop the kids and 
discipline them for acting 
foolishly according to ihcii own 
desires Governments have a 
different role than citizens, just 
as the baby-sitter has a different 
responsibility than the kids. 
Timesol war pervade 
history. In fact, .vans the 
common theme in humanity. 
I his Is because although times 
change human nature docs not 
Evil existed in ancient Babylon, 
as II did in Nazi Germany, as 
it does today in many places 
throughout the world. I listory is 
often measured in (he lime and 
duration of wars, 
Clearly, when a nation 
commits to war, it is a grave 
decision. \ jusi wat is a war that 
is motivated for the protection 
"...government has 
llw right to fulfill its 
purpose as protector 
by waging tear— if 
necessary." 
ofinnoceni people from tyr- 
anny. A leadei who commits his 
country to war hears the huge 
responsibility "I being account- 
able for the motives of war. 
Power can be a burden ii seems. 
Sometime issues thai look 
like opposites really are not Is 
wat the opposite ol peace? 
There is an ancient Unman 
expression "Epitoma Rei 
Miliiaris." which means "If you 
want peace, prepare fbi war." 
Sometimes a season of war 
must be endured to establish 
peace Ideally, thai season 
would never exist or be short 
instead of a long winter of 
discontent and suffering But, 
when winter ends, we can be 
grateful for the hope and peace 
spring brings. 
E-mail comments to Amanda 
aiahoopeT@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 






Being one oi the many 
thousands ol people 
that have constantly 
questioned wh) M IV stopped 
airing music videos 24 hours a 
da)   -and instead airs game 
shows and realit) television—1 
have given upon the thought of 
ever seeing good music on that 
channel. 
while I don't consider myself 
an avid viewei of MTV I always 
manage to catch a glimpse of 
thenev, shows that spring up 
with each changing season 
i was admitted!) curious 
about the recent "Rattle loi 
(Izzfest" series thai ran and 
managed to catch an episode 
here and there. I lowcu'i, I can't 
gei terribfj exdted about an) 
shows on television anymore, 




Historic Millikin Summit Street 
• Central downtown location • Furnished 
• Unfurnished •Air Conditioned 
• On-site laundry •On-site laundry 
• Air conditioned • 2 blocks from campus 
• Remodeled units • Efficiences 
• 2 story loft style S315/mo* electric 
apartments available • One Bedroom Apts. 
• Efficiences start at $4007mo + electric 
S345/mo ♦ electric 
• One Bedrooms start at 
S425/mo ♦ electric 
As I sat down last Friday — my 
only day off— 1 was fortunate 
enough to experience the new 
mini-series, "My Super Sweet 16." 
The premise of the show is 
simple. MTV is offering you a 
glimpse into the life ol spoiled 
Brats across America. About a 
week before young girls turn 
16, MTV cameras follow their 
every move as they, along with 
their parents, plan a lavish and 
extravagant party re celebrate 
princess' big day. 
I his sounded like somewhat 
normal fare for MTV but what 
caught me by surprise is the fact 
diat these girls don't hold 
celebrity status that would merit 
these I 'Mrcmely flashy panics. 
Instead, theyre actually just 
spoiled rotten brats, whose 
parents have learned 
somewhere thai throwing 
money at your children will keep 
them nappy and in turn keep 
\cni free ol an) gulfl you might 
have about raising your children 
properly 
Somewhere along the lines 
of becoming extremely wealth) 
these parents forgot about 
leaching their children one of 
the basic rules in life: 
responsibility 
One day, I'd like to give nn 
future breed everything ihe\ 
desire I can only hope thai I will 
instill in tliein die importance ol 
working to earn yout keep and 
never taking for granted their 
riches, as one day, the) could 
simply disappear. 
Surely the princess \ mi sci- 
on MTV has parents that worked 
hard, earning millions and 
millions of dollars, or maybe 
their parents before them, 
earned ii and merer) tOSSed it 
over to them. Regardless of how 
the money came into the family. 
someone stopped caring along 
the way and decided that 
throwing money toward the 
tears suKcd the tantrums. 
As I watched (he rest of the 
show, the parents were hard to 
Bnd unless it was at their 
daughters request to go Bnd 
her shoes or hire the band 
. Unwritten Lawtopla) her party 
I'm thankful that my parents 
were then' to tell me "no" from 
lime to time, and especially if 1 
would have requested 
something as horrible as having 
Unwritten Law play al m> 16th 
birthday 
Ewv 
Renting out a Hard Rock Cafe, 
scoping out the Clear Channel 
\itist list for available bands to 
play, sending out in\ itations to 
the whole school and (hen some 
arcbiii a few of the monetat) 
details these parents are willing 
in look pasi in make sure (here's 
no crying on their daughter's 
"sweet" 16. 
It's really going re be funny 
when these »irls gmw up (If 
that's even possible] and start 
looking (o have fun In more 
ways than the I lard Rock Cafe 
and Pepsi products can provide. 
Then Mom and Dad are left 
throwing more mone) al theit 
little princess with even less of a 
clue where the mone) is going. 
NOW dial's going lo he swccl. 
i»-r«s5iv 
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Ridge Manor Apartments 
2 Bedroom Townhouses 
1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
t* 1 Full Bath 
2 Story Townhouses 
Furnished 
2 PERSON SPECIAL 
Starting at $570/ 
+ gas and electric 
mo 
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ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES 
146 MANVILLE 2 BR Lower Unit. Limit 3 people  Limit 3 
cars $690 per month. Deposit $690 Tenants pay utilities. 
Lease dates-May 14. 2005 - May 6, 2006 
146V, MANVILLE 1 BR Upper Unit. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 
cars S440 per month, Deposit S440. Tenants pay utilities. 
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006 
327 E, EVERS. #B 2 BR Duplex. Limit 3 people Limit 3 
cars $690 per month, Deposit $690. Tenants pay gas and 
electric. Lease dates-August 18, 2005 - August 5. 2006 
fffi pi M STREET 3 BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. 
880 per month, Deposit $880. Tenants pay utilities. 
Tenants have use of garage. Has washer and dryer and 
A/C. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006. 
71p FLM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. 
$740 per month, Deposit $740. Tenants pay utilities. Has 
washer and dryer. Lease dates-August 18, 2005 -August 
5, 2006. 
7^4 EIGHTH. #A 2 BR Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 
cars $680 per month, Deposit $680 Tenants pay utilities. 
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006. 
We have many other apartments available. 
Stop in the Rental Office for a complete brochure. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell) 
Hours: Monday lo Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 lo 5:00 
www.johnnewloverealestale.com 
VDAY 
UNTIL THE VIOLENCE STOPS 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
V-Day BGSU 2005 is 
a benefit production of Eve Ensler's 
"THE VAGINA MONOLOGUES" 
as part of the V-Day College Campaign 
FOUR PERFORMANCES ONLY! 
at the Lenhart Ballroom in the 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
THURSDAY, FEB 3,2005 AT 8 PM 
SATUROAY, FEB 5,2005 AT 8 PM 
SUNDAY FEB 6,2005 AT 8 PM 
Directed By: 
Angie on THUP, at 8 PM & SUN at 2:30 PM 
Lisa on SAT at 8 PM & SUN at 8 PM 
TWO CASTS, TWO DIFFERENT SHOWS! 
I h.uity: Funds will be given to Cocoon. Inc.'s battered woman's shelter iii Wood County 
Admjssion: General Admission: SI O.qo • BGSU Students: $8.00 
C onl.ie t: http: ''event s .vd.iy org/2005/College/Bowling Green State University 
Sponsored by: BGSU s Organisation for Women's Issues 
6 Thursday. February 3.2005 
OHIO COMPANY RECALLS INFANT FORMULA 
WASI QNGTON VP)— A company is recalling infant 
formula due to the presence of black plastic panicles 
reported in some cans, the company said yesterday. 
The Ross Products Division of Abbot! recalled Similar 
Advance with iron powdered infant formula in 12.9 




Bush delivers State of Union 
By Terence Hunt 
IH! ASSOClMF.0  PRtSS 
WASHINGTON President 
Hush challenged .i hesitant 
(ongress cm Wednesdaj to 
"strengthen and save" Social 
Security, saying the nation's 
costliest social program was 
headed fbi bankniptcy unless 
changed. Hush's plan would 
cue guaranteed redremeni 
benefits fbi youngei \mericans 
but would not ailed checks foi 
people now 55 and older. 
Hush pledged ID woik with 
Congress "to find the mosi 
effective combination ol 
reforms," although he has ruled 
out some remedies such as 
raisingSocial Securitj taxes. 
Demoi rats said thai Hush's 
proposal to divert Social Securitj 
revenues into private Invest 
mem accounts was dangerous 
and that there were better ways 
in fix ilic program, the 70-year- 
old centerpiece of the New Deal 
Republicans    stood    and 
cheered    when    Hush    urged 
lawmakers to approve'voluntary 
personal  retirement accounts." 
Democrats sal in stony silence. 
underscoring the partisan divide 
on an issue likely to dominate 
the year in Congress, Democrats 
also groaned and grumbled 
when Hush said Social Securit) 
would require drastically highei 
taxes, massive new borrowing 
or severe benefit cuts unless die 
system is changed. 
Hush's speech spanned 
problems at home and abroad, 
but it was the first State ol 
the  Union  address  since the 
Sept. ii. 2001, terrorist attacks 
that focused most heavil) on 
domestic issues. Despite 
I Vinociais' criticism, he offered 
no hint of a timetable for a troop 
withdrawal from Iraq. 
lie pledged to confront 
regimes that promote [error 
and pursue weapons ol mass 
destruction, and singled out 
Syria and Iran. Returning to 
his inaugural address' theme 
ol spreading democracy, Bush 
hailed the SUCCeSS of Sunday's 
elei dons in Iraq. 
"And the victory ol freedom 
in Iraq will strengthen a new 
ally iii the wat on terror, inspire 
democracy reformers from 
Damascus to rehran, bring more 
hope and progress to a troubled 
region," he said 
Hush also promised to push 
forward for Mideast peace, 
including $350 million in aid to 
the Palestinians 
" I he goal ol two democratic 
si,lies. Israel and Palestine, living 
side by side in peace, is within 
reach, and \merica will help 
them achieve that goal." the 
president said. 
I louse Minorit] I eadet Nanc] 
Pelosi, delivering the Democratic 
response, challenged Hush on 
Iraq 
"We all know that the United 
States cannot slay in Iraq 
Indefinite!) and continue to be 
viewed as an occupying force," 
she said. "Neither should we 
slip out the hack door, false!) 
declaring    victory   but    lca\ 
ing chaos. ... We have never 
heard  a  clear  plan  from  this 
Evan Vucci AP Photo 
SfRAfEGY TIME: House Minority Leader Rep. Nancy Pelosi. D-Ca. 
and Senate Minority Leader Sen. Harry Reid. D-Nev. prepare their 
response to the President's State of the Union Speech last night. 
administration for ending our 
presence in Iraq." 
I mboldened by his 
re-election, Hush called on 
lawmakers to move on several 
controversial fronts, includ- 
ing liberalizing the nation's 
immigration laws, imposing 
limits on medical malpractice 
lawsuits, simplifying taxes and 
<'\lending the life of the tax cuts 
enacted during his first let m. 
transforming social Security 
i~ a political gamble for Hush 
and lor Republican allies wan, 
ol taking big political risks. While 
Hush cannot run for another 
term, most GOP lawmakers lace 
re-election  next  year and are 
nervous about tampering with 
,i system that Americans like 
and see no immediate need to 
overhaul 
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FOR NEW TALENT 
LADIES INTERESTED IN HAVING SOME FUN AND EARNING 
SOME EXTRA CASH, CALL FOR AN AUDITION TODAY! 
DeiaVu 
135 S. BYRNE RD. 
TOLEDO 531-0079 
SUNDAY- SUPERSIZED SUNDAYS 
_ FEAIURING LONGER DANCES 
S10 DANCES ALL NIGHT & $3 MIXED DRINKS 
NO COVER W/ UNION OR COLLEGE ID 
MONDAYS- $10 DANCES 
ALL DAY & ALL NIGHT 
rr CTijD TUESDAY- 2-4-1 DANCES 
J2 MIXED DRINKS (INCLUDING TOP SHELFI 
SS WEDNESDAY- $15 DANCES 
> & MORE        ALL DAYS ALL NIGHT 
THURSDAYS- NO COVER 
EST WITH YOUR DEJA VU APPAREL (2! *0VER) 
3 JAGERB0MBS 
FOR JUST $10 
EVERYDAY! 
ADNE
RIZES & MORE 
Under        Bush's        plan. 
workers would be allowed to 
divert up to two-thirds of their 
payroll taxes into private Invest- 
ment accounts, according to a 
Social Security expert who was 
briefed on the plan Wednesday. 
Contributions would be capped 
at si,(xxi per year, rising each 
year b)  $100. Social Security's 
guaranteed benefits would be 
reduced to make up for money 
diverted to the private accounts. 
Social Securit) is expected 
to start losing money in 2018 
or 2020. according to differing 
estimates from Social Security 
trustees and ('ongress   budget 
analysts, and to be unable to 
provide full benefits beginning 
in 2042 or 2052.   "It's wrong to 
SPEECH.PAGE 10 
Check out the BG 
News in cyberspace! 
www.bgnews.com 
Interest rate rise 
may strengthen 
economic growth 
By Martin Crutsinger 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON The federal 
Reserve yesterday raised interest 
rates for the sixth time since last 
June as policy-makers contin- 
ued their efforts to make sure a 
strengthening economy does not 
trigger unwanted inflation. 
The Fed announced that ii was 
raising its target for the federal 
funds rate, the interest that banks 
charge each other, by a quarter 
point to '!'■) percent Before the 
Fed began tightening credit last 
lime, the funds rale had been at a 
46-year low of 1 percent. 
The February increase is not 
expected to be the last Analysts 
think the Fed will push the funds 
rate up In quarter-point incre- 
ments through most of this year. 
That would mean highei 
hollowing costs for consumers 
and businesses. The I ed's action 
on Wednesday was quickly 
followed by an announcement 
from Wells largo Hank that it was 
boosting its prime lending rale by 
a quarter point to &50 percent 
Other hanks were expected to 
follow suit. 
In explaining its action, the Fed 
repeated a previous promise thai 
it believed it would he able to 
raise rates at a pace thai is likcK 
to he measured. 
Analysts   believe   the   Fed 
will keep raising rates in small 
quarter-point steps as long as 
there are no signs that inflation is 
becoming a problem. 
Wall     Street     look     the 
widely anticipated I ed action in 
Stride. I he Dow lones industrial 
average, which had been up for 
the day, remained in positive 
territory alter the mid-afternoon 
Fed announcement 
"What this says in a nutshell is 
that the economy is right where 
die Fed wants ii to be. "said David 
lones. head of DM| Advisors. 
"Inflation is contained and the 
Fed ishapp) about that." 
Consumer prices rose by 3.3 
percent last year, compared 
to a 1.9 percent rise in 200.1. It 
was the biggest annual increase 
since 2000, but it was driven by 
a surge in energy prices. Inflation 
pressures    arc    expected    to 
moderate this year, helped In an 
expected continued decline in 
global oil prices, 
[he Fed's goal is to move the 
funds rate irom an accommoda- 
tive stance, where il is -.1 ill siimii 
lating extra economic growth, to 
a neutral stance where the funds 
rate is neither stimulating growth 
nor holding the economy back 
I he led is taking Us tool oil 
the acceleratorwithout tutting the 
brakes,' said Richard DeKaser, 
chairman ol an \merican Hankers 
Association panel ol economists 
thai meets twice a year with Fed 
policy-makers to give them their 
views ol where the economy is 
headed. 
There is debate In economic 
circles about where the neutral 
level is. but main economists 
believe it is somewhere between 
.>.."> percent and 4.5 percent lor 
the federal funds rale 
If the led  keeps  increasing 
rates by a quarter-point at each 
of the eight scheduled meetings 
RESERVE,PAGE 7 
TIRED OF PLAYING THE WAITING GAME? 







M © ASECHTIFICD TECMMKUNft 
Mechanical Service 
Get our *33.98 service 
Oil Change & Tire Rotation 
SW20: 5W30; or 10W30 Included 
Includes FREE fnippction 
1-Hour Pit Slop Tlr» Sorvlco.  OxaranUed 
»yi-: 
SSBixtttAUn SERVICE CEHTERS C 
999 South Main SI,..I. Across from ALDI Foods 
•ftM:|Jt|.1lf 
ALL STUDENTS       Ifflgl 
AND FACULTY 
SAVE 







Find Mora Coupons @ thetiraman.com 
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
is now accepting applications for an 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 
Great earning potential 
Flexible hours 
Valuable sales experience 
STUDENTS MUST HAVE: 
• Excellent communication skills 
• Be highly motivated 
• Have own transportation 
The position runs through Spring Semester. 
Applications must be turned in no later than February 10th! 
For more information contact: 
Tonya Whitman at 372-0430 or 
twhitma@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
EARN   EXPERIENCE  &  A  PAYCHECK 
Get out of the wind with 
Newlove Rentals 
HOUSES 
122 S. ENTERPRISE: Two bdrm. house. 
Living rm, dining rm, eat-in kitchen, front porch. 
$540 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. 
131 E. MERRY ST: Two bdrm. unfurn. house. 
Off-street parking. Nice size back yard. Resident 
pays util. Quiet residential neighborhood. $565.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. 
131 BALDWIN: Large three bdrm. unfurn. house located 1/2 block from BGSU 2 car 
garage, eat-in kitchen, double living rm, nice yard. $1250.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease. 
338 N. CHURCH ST: Small three bdrm. house. Eat-in kitchen, off-street parkina 
FREE UTILITIES! $610.00 per mo. for a 12 mo lease. 
734 ELM ST: Three bdrm, 11/2 bath house. Off-street parking. Resident pays util 
Wash/dryer hookup. Close to campus. Pets permitted. $775.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease. 
233 W. MERRY: Large four bdrm. unfurn. house. Close to City Park. Nice size yard 
Off-street parking. $1150.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. ZONED FOR NO MORF 
THAN FIVE (5) UNRELATED PEOPLE! 
937 SCOTT HAMILTON: Three bdrm, two bath house close to BGSU Attached 
garage & nice yard with a gazebo. $1300.00 per mo. plus utilities. 
815 SECOND ST: Three bdrm, unfurn. house. Close to campus. Large yard Larae 
living rm. w/eat-in kilchen. Resident pays utilities. $690.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease. 
332 S. Main 
Bowling Green 
Stop by or call us at (119) 352-5620 
NEWLWE ,v   * -     *   ' - ~ww.newloverentals.com 
Rentals newl°ve'nfo<"newloverentals.com 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
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Sunday host to 
replace Rather 
<;PIIRHen nuDvc   r Anthony S Bush SP Photo 
^™"„°„" BY S"CCCESS: 'he Rev. Terry Fox. middle, gives a thumbs-up sign at the Kansas House in Topeka alter that state's amendment to ban 
SHT c a 'lg adv,0Cate of ,he amendment- savs Public schools are a key source ot immorality. A video shown to schoolchildren 
teaturing bpongeBob Squarepants and other popular characters, is being targeted by conservative groups as a source of perversion. 
cToorf debate, real issues 
Childhood lessons bring up real debates on tolerance, justice, values 
By David Crary 
IHE ASSOCIIICO PRESS 
NEW VORK - Caitoon charac- 
ters adored b) kids seized the 
spotlight in the latest ■'. 
cii Kmerica's culture wars, bul 
the debate itsell poses serious 
questions foi adults involving the 
depiction ol gays and lesbians in 
materials for teaching children 
about diversity and tolerance 
i he liberal camp argues that 
even young children should leant 
that intolerance based on sexual 
identity is wrong, and thai gays 
are as legitimate a pan ol the 
national mosaic as anyone else 
"It's about creating awareness 
and understanding of people 
who  an-  different,    said   loan 
Garrj ni die Gey and I esbian 
Alliance Against Defamation, 
Why shouldn't thai be a good 
thing foi America's young 
people?' 
me conservative camp has 
responded vehemently: By all 
means, teach children to respeci 
other individuals,   lint  do   not 
cross the line and leach them thai 
homosexuality is acceptable, 
tolerance itself can he a verj 
dangerous word.'' said the Rc\ 
lerrj Fox, a Southern Baptist 
pastorinWichita. Kan.' tolerance 
[lives   the   public   schools   an 
avenue to literally brainwash our 
kids thai ever) lifest] le is (>k 
Separate controversies in 
recent weeks have raised these 
issues: 
—^duration        Secretan 
Margaret Spellings' criticism 
"i .m episode of the Public 
Broadcasting Service children's 
series    Postcards from Buster. 
iii which the animated burnt) 
Visits the children Ol two lesbian 
couples In Vermont. Many 
parents would not want their 
young   children   exposed   to 
the lifestyles portrayed  in  the 
cpi.se >de," Spellings wi < He to PBS, 
An attack by some COnsei 
vative leaders on a pro-diversit) 
initiative ol the We Are family 
Foundation   that   features   a 
video starring scenes ol cartoon 
c iiaiac icrs. including SpongeBob 
SquarePants   Hie true agenda, 
said locus on the I amilv founder 
lames Dobson, is to desensitize 
vet) young children to homo- 
sexual and bisexual behavior." 
—Some   conservatives   said 
last month's No Name-Calling 
Week in many middle schools 
was too focused on harassment 
ol gavs. In Massachusetts, the 
one stale allowing gay marriage. 
conservatives say  students are 
being indoctrinated to admire 
such marriages, 
Dobson.        bristling        at 
mooting commentary about his 
reference to Sponge-Hob. has 
posted a tengthy explanation of 
Ins concerns on the Web site of 
his Colorado-based Christian 
ministry I he problem, he -..vs 
was not the video itself, but the 
We An-  Family Foundation's 
use of a "tolerance pledge" 
mentioning sexual 
identity andltstiestoother groups 
supporting gay rights. 
Tolerance and diversity   are 
almost   always   buzzwords   lor 
homosexual advocacy," Dobson 
wrote "Kids should not be taught 
that homosexuality is just anoth- 
er lifestyle' or that it is morally 
equivalent toheterosexuality." 
Dobson and cnhci conserva- 
tives werepteased when Spellings, 
soon aftei the SpongeBob flap, 
condemned the 'Postcards from 
Busier  episode. 
"For years, pus has been 
slipping       pro-homosexual 
messages into its programming. 
said Robert Knight of the Culture 
and   family   Institute.     Along 
comes Secretary Spellings, who 
takes action as a servant ol the 
people instead of a timid, go- 
along bureaucrat. (,ood lor her.'' 
Alter   Spellings   statement, 
PBS said it would not distribute 
the episode lo its 349 stations 
Boston-based WI IBI I. the show s 
producer, is providing ii directly 
to more than I'll fellow stations. 
"We      consider      it       the 
responsibilit) of public television 
to give children and parents the 
resources the) need to under- 
stand the world they inhabit — 
without excluding any segment 
of our society,' WGBH -aid. The 
major goal ol Postcards from 
Bustei' is to help kids understand 
the richness and complexity ol 
American culture. 
\anc\ t arlsson-Page, an 
education professoi ai Lesley 
University in Cambridge, Mass.. 
has emphasized diversity 
awareness in a career spent train- 
ing early-education   teachers. 
She said Spellings was wrong to 
suggest that a certain category ol 
rarnirj — diose headed bj 
or lesbians — be excluded from 
images shown lo children. 
"All children, whatever lam 
ily   composition   they   have, 
should sec the full, diverse range 
ol families," Carisson-Page 
said. "Otherwise, when the) 
encounter a different kind ol 
family, they'll think that famih is 
lesser, thai it elocsii I count 
Linda Hodge, president of the 
National I'l.V said she strong- 
Iv supports classroom initia- 
tives promoting tolerance and 
combating bullying. However, 
she suggested some programs 
could backfire if the) locus so 
explicit!) on harassment ol gavs 
thai those students feel singled 
out and labeled. 
Hodges bottom line: "Ever) 
child should feel sale and 
welcome in school. 
For GLAAD's loan Carry, a 
lesbian raising three children, 
the controversies hit home on a 
personal level. 
"There are millions of kids 
living in households with two 
moms or two dads, and millions 
of other kids who know those 
kids,   she said.  "I wonder what 
lames Dobson would sav to my 
own children. What would he the 
respectful. Christian thing to say 
to them?" 
By David Bauder 
-rED PRESS 
NEWYORK      Dan Haihci will 
he temporarily replaced with 
veteran "lace the Nation  host 
Bob Schieffer when Bather 
steps down next month as 
"CBS Evening News" anchor, 
the network said yesterday. 
Schieffer will serve 
short transition period" until 
the  broadcast   gets  a   new 
format, CBS News President 
Andrew I Icywardsaid. 
CBS chiel I eslie Moonves 
said last month thai he was 
probably going to install a 
multi-anchor format for the 
"CBS Evening News," which 
lias been a distant third in the 
ratings behind NBC and ABC. 
I he Schieffei 
announcement confirms that 
new formal won't lie ready in 
time for Rattler's exit  March 
9 — the 24th anniversary ol 
when he took over from Walter 
Cronkite. 
Schieffer. who joined 
CBS News in 1969 and has 
been      chief      Washington 
correspondent since 1982, 
will continue with "Face the 
Nation" during this period. He 
will anchor the evening news 
from CBS New York studio. 
A Texan like Rather, 
the amiable Schieffer is 
usually his right-hand man 
on Washington stories I 
led "late the Nation since 
1991, making it competitive 
loi second place behind \H( 's 
dominam "Meet die Press 
Schieffer, who turns 68 later 
this  month,  anchored   the 
Saturday edition ol the "I BS 
Evening News for 211 years 
until 1996, 
He was also the moderator 
last fall for one of the three 
presidential debates between 
President   Bush  and   |ohn 
Kerry, 
1 hereseemslittlechancethe 
evening new- role would turn 
permanent. Moonves said last 
month lie favored revolution- 
ary, not evolutional) change 
m how the evening news does 
tilings, because ol  the poor 
ratings and die news division's 
National Guard scandal. 
Rathei   was   faulted   tor 
his role in last fall's ill-fated 
story about President Bush's 
military service, foi which the 
network is ousting four news 
div ision staffers 
Fed not worried 
about inflation 
RESERVE, FROM PAGE 6 
Ihis year,  the funds rale 
would in- at 4.25 percent at 
the end of this year, a level 
where many analysts believe 
Greenspan will feel good about 
stepping down in January 2006 
when his term as a Fed hoard 
member ends. 
Financial markets became 
worried about the possibility of 
a more aggressive l:ed stance 
in earlv laiiuaiv when a read- 
ing of the minutes ot the I ed's 
Dec.   II  meeting seemed  10 
indicate growing worries about 
inflation inside the Fed. 
Bui in recent weeks 
various led officials have 
given speeches in which thev 
have gone out ol their way lo 
-tress thai they do not believe 
inflation is getting out of hand, 
Economists  are split on 
how high interest rates will go 
Some believe the funds rate 
willendiheveaiai 1 25perceni 
while others think if inflation 
pressures remain contained. 
the led may --kip raising rates 
for a meeting or two. 
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UKRAINE'S PRESIDENT HEADED TO MOSCOW 
President Viktor Vushchenko prepared to travel to 
Moscow Monday on his first full day in office, to 
smooth relations with the Kremlin before pursuing 
his goal of closer ties with the west. I his meeting 
poses difficulties — Russian President Vladimir Putin 
strongly supported Yuschenko's foe. 
www.bgnews.com/world 
WORLD 
Survivors found on island, 
victims not receiving aid 
By Shimali Senanayake 
rHF  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
COLOMBO. Sri Lanka — 
Bureaucratic bungling has 
blocked food ami medicine 
from reaching 7ti percent of Sri 
Lankans left destitute by the 
tsunami, a government 
official said yesterday, while nine 
survivors of the disaster were 
found deep in a jungle on a 
remote Indian island 
In a drama thai lias captured 
worldwide attention, a judge in 
Sri Lanka ruled yesterday thai 
a couple miisi undergo a I )\A 
test to prove the) are the parents 
of the l-monih old tsunami 
survivor known as "Baby HI." 
After the inline,, the distraught 
couple stormed into the 
hospital where the infant is 
being held, screaming "Give 
us our baby!" rhej were briefly 
held by police, then released 
Thilak   Ranavirajah,   chief 
of Sri Lankas presidential task 
force coordinating relief said 
bureaucratic    incompetence 
and  ignorance had  consider- 
ably slowed aid delivery He 
estimated  relief had  reached 
onrj 30 percent of those who 
need it in the second hardest -hit 
nation, after Indonesia 
"This   is   not   satisfactory," 
Ranavirajah said. The presi- 
dent directed me to see that all 
families, or at least 70 percent to 
75 percent ol them, get relief by 
tins weekend.' 
Hie massive Indian Ocean 
earthquake and tsunami that 
struck on Dec. 26 killed more1 
than 30,000 in Sri Lanka, while 
nearly   I   million   people   lost 
family members or their homes. 
On India's remote Campbell 
May   island,   police   searching 
for bodies round nine tsunami 
survivors deep ill a jungle, I hey 
had spent .18 days wandering 
across villages flattened In the 
killer waves, eating coconuts 
and hunting boars to survive' 
and  making fires by tubbing 
slicks together. 
I he    nine    people    belong 
to the NIcobarese tribe and 
include live men. two women 
and two teenage girls. Inspector 
Shaukal   Hussain   told    the 
Associated  Press In  telephone 
from Campbell Bay the only 
town iii Great Nicobar, India's 
southernmost island. 
Hie     island,     located     in 
the Andaman and Nicobar 
archipelago, is also known as 
Campbell Bay, after its only 
town. It is just 140 miles from 
Banda Aceh. the worst-hit area in 
Indonesia. Many of the island's 
villages wen1 wiped out. 
" [hey were sitting in the forest 
when we saw them, and they 
just ran to us, without saying 
anything." said Hussain. They 
seemed happy, yes. but there 
was no hugging and tears and 
shouting in joy and all that." 
Two of the survivors were 
severely dehydrated and were 
hospitalized.   I he other seven 
were sent to a reliefcamp. 
In the Sri Lankan capital, 
hundreds of people protested 
iiuisidc the u.v Wciild Pood 
Program office yesterday, com- 
plaining they had not received 
food rations. Demonstrators 
from the southern coastal town 
ol Mataia submitted a petition 
seeking u.\. intervention. 
This was not the first sign ol 
trouble with Sri Lankas aid effort. 
On Tuesday, the government 
began investigating complaints 
thai food aid intended for tsu- 
nami victims had disappeared 
and some of the homeless living 
in camps were being fed rotten 
supplies. 
The World food hogram said 
it had donated some 10.000 tons 
of rice, lentils and sugar and 
had delivered the supplies to 
government stores island-wide. 
"We can't understand why the 
people aren't getting it," World 
Food Program spokeswoman 
Selvi Sachithanandam said. 
Thecumulativedeath toll from 
11 nations stood at between 
158.000 and 178.000 yesterday, 
with an another 142,000 people 
estimated missing. 
World leaders are trying to 
further coordinate the global 
aid effort, with former President 
Clinton appointed Tuesday to 
take over as the U.N. point man 
for post-tsunami reconstruction 
Also yesterday, Australian 
Prime Minister John Howard 
visited Indonesia's battered Aceh 
region on the northern tip of 
Sum,ma island. He surveyed 
damage In helicopter, visited a 
field hospital to nieel Australian 
aid workers and discussed 
Australian-funded relief efforts 
with Indonesian officials. 
"Nothing I have seen on 
television could capture the 
extent of the devastation," 
I toward said after Hying over the 
coast. 
A moderate earthquake of 
magnitude 5.2 yesterday caused 
pank among jittery residents 
of Indonesia's main lava island, 
but there were no immediate 
reports of casualties 
Make JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE 
in your search for affordable housing! 
EFFICIENCIES 
451 ITII KSTIY Across Strut from Offenhauer. Furnished 
with tnii bath, stove and refrigerator. School Year- One person 
Kate- $395.00. One Year- One Person Kale  $ 160.00. 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
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S17K.RKKI) STRKKT- At Thurstin. Furnished or 
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7117-737 THIRD STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. 
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TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
Rales available for 1.2 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental 
Office for prices other than Two Person Rates. 
517 K. RKKD- At Thurslin. Furnished or Unfurnished. 
One hath. School Year Two Person Rale  $615.00. 
One Year   Two Person Rate- $515.00. 
505 Cl.Ol ;<;H STRKKT- Behind Ktltko's.  furnished or 
Unfurnished. One bath + vanity.   School Year-Two Person 
Rale- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rale- $520.00. 
521 KAST MKRRY-  Furnished, One bath. School Year- 
Two Person Rale- $690.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- 
$575.00.' Lower floors reduced rate. 
402 HIGH STRKKT-  Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath. 
School Year-Two Person Rale- $590.00. One Year- Two 
Person Kale   $490.00. 
701 KOL'RTH STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished. One 
bath. Vaimv in each tvclrooni. School Year-Two Person Rate- 
$630.00. i Ire Yea Two Person Rate- $540.00. 
810 FIFTH. 649 SIXTH & 707 SIXTH- Furnished or 
Unfurnished. One huh * IUII vanity. School Year-Two Person 
Kaie $560X10. One Year- Two Person Rate $470.00. 
840-8511 SIXTH STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished. 
Two full baths. School Year-Two Person Rale- $640.00. 
One Year  I wo Person Rate- $530.00. 
818 SKVF.NTH & 831 SKVKNTH- Furnished or 
Unfurnished. One bath + Hall Vanity. School Year-Two 
Person Rale- $545.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $470.00. 
724S.(()I.I.Kt;F.I)RIVF-  Unfurnished. Dishwasher. 
1 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00. 
One Year- Two Person Rale- $530.00. 
Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING. 
WE CAN HELP YOU! 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH 
Located Across from TACO BELL 
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260 
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30 
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
VatMbBUzkl U-fMo 
DISTRACTIONS: Civilians go about their business as soldiers patrol the 
streets of Katmandu yesterday after King Gyanendra took control of the 
South Asian constitutional monarchy in Nepal. 
Soldiers take 
control of Nepal 
By Tim Sullivan 
IHt ASSOCIATED PRESS 
KATMANDU. Nepal — The gates 
to the patty headquarters are 
locked, the offices empty. Hul 
around back, a party official ges- 
tures to a group ol visitors to fol- 
low him. and drives a lew bloc ks 
away on his motorcycle I le stops 
along a busy road, hoping no one 
will notice him amid the clamor 
of Katmandu's morning traffic 
"I'm   just   in  and  out,"   said 
Shovakar Parajuli, who 
risked arrest for his quick trip 
yesterday to the office of the 
Nepali Congress party, the 
country's main opposition group, 
slipping in for a few sheets ol 
parry stationery 
He'd been on the run since the 
day before wheiikiiigtiyanendra 
dedaredastateofemergency and 
ousted the government saying it 
had failed to bring Nepal's grow- 
ing Maoist revolt under control 
Parajuli now avoids his house 
and office, stays with friends and 
movesaround the cm constantly, 
dodging police sweeps 
I his is what passes lor political 
activity now in Nepal, where all 
the phones lines are CUt, soldiers 
oversee newspaper newsrooms 
and mosl political activists are 
either In jail or have gone under- 
ground, 
I be upheaval h.is neighboring 
India worried thai an unstable 
Nepal could cause regional tur- 
moil, with refugees oi militants 
spilling across the border, 
"The king is taking the coun- 
try back to the I lark Ages," said 
Parajuli. an intense man who 
is — he thinks — the highest 
ranking member ol his party 
still able to work. "We don't 
even know bow many of our 
people have been arrested." He 
estimated al least 50 party 
leaders bad been rounded up. 
I le wants to organize a protest 
against the king, but with the 
phone lines down and so many 
people under arrest, he has spent 
all bis time simply nying to stay 
out of jail and keep in touch with 
colleagues. 
I don't mind getting arrested, 
bin somelxidy has to coordinate," 
he said. 
technically,        political 
activity remains legal in Nepal. 
But the clraconiaiileg.il measures 
ordered by die king and the swift 
deployment oi security forces, 
has frozen the political scene. 
I be measures include suspend- 
ing  constitutional   provisions 
protecting freedom of speech 
and public assembly, and 
outlawing preventive detention. 
I he turmoil threatens the 
stability of a nation where 
some of the world's worst 
poveitv exists alongside some 
ol iis mosl spectacular scenery. 
I he \ik,ins,is si/eel country of 25 
million people is home to eight 
ol the planets II highest |H',cks. 
including Ml. I vcicst. and is a 
premier destination for trekkers 
and mountaineers, 
In neighboring India, ahead] 
dealing  with  a  decades-long 
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Drs. watch Pope's health 
By Victor L Simpson 
IHE  tSSOCItlEO PRESS 
VATICAN CITY—Pope John 
Paul Il's doctors were on guard 
for complications Wednesday, 
a day after the frail, 84-year-old 
pontiff was hospitalized with 
the flu and breathing trouble. 
Pneumonia remained a 
potentially deadly threat, but 
the Holy See insisted there was 
"no cause for alarm." Roman 
Catholics from Poland to the 
Philippines prayed for his 
recovery. 
The pope will be 
hospitalized for a few 
more days to afford "many 
means to stay ready for any 
complications," said Cardinal 
lavier Lozano Barragan, head of 
the Vatican's health care office. 
The slumping pontiff also 
suffers from Parkinson's 
disease and crippling hip and 
knee ailments, and his inability 
to hold his back up straight has 
left his lungs and diaphragm in 
a crushed position, Barragan 
told Associated Press Television 
News. 
Tests showed the pope's heart 
and respiration were normal, 
and he felt well enough to par- 
ticipate from his bed in a Mass 
celebrated by his secretary, 
said papal spokesman loaquin 
Navarro-Valls. 
He said John Paul was 
running a slight fever and 
would spend "a few more days" 
for treatment of respiratory 
problems at Rome's Gemelli 
Polyclinic, where he was taken 
by ambulance Tuesday night. 
"There is no cause for alarm," 
Navarro-Valls said. 
Cardinal Angelo Sodano, 
the Vatican secretary of state, 
also played down the severity 
of the illness Wednesday eve- 
ning. The pope was "recover- 
ing well," Sodano told private 
Italian TV Canale 5, adding that 
he expected the situation to 
improve in a few days. 
Still, American experts said a 
case like the pontiffs could lead 
to life-threatening pneumonia. 
"That's the complica- 
tion of influenza that most 
frequently, by far, carries people 
off," said Dr. William Schaffner, 
an infectious diseases expert 
at Vanderbilt University. 
"I'm sure every physician 
(following news reports of the 
pope's case) is already wor- 
ried that pneumonia might 
develop," Schaffner said. 
Elderly men with long- 
standing, debilitating chronic 
disease like Parkinson's often 
die of pneumonia, which 
comes as "the final straw" 
in a long assault by disease 
on the body, said geriatrics 
specialist Dr. William Hall of 
the University of Rochester. 
The pope's slumped pos- 
ture would not only impede 
his breathing but also make 
it harder for him to cough 
normally, a reaction that in 
healthy people helps keep 
pneumonia bacteria from 
entering the lungs, Hall said. 
Pneumonia is "often very 
difficult to treat because you 
have introduced bacteria that 
don't belong in the lungs," said 
Dr. Michael Freedman, head of 
geriatricsat NewYork University 
Medical Center. 
"You usually need multiple 
antibiotics programs," he said. 
"The big danger is that if you are 
having trouble getting air into 
you, you can just tire out and 
you just can't keep up with it." 
In St. Peter's Square, in )ohn 
Paul's native Poland and in 
many of the 129 countries the 
pope has visited over a 26-year 
papacy, the faithful paused to 
pray for the spiritual leader of 
the world's 1 billion Catholics. 
White House press secretary 
Scott McClellan said Americans' 
"thoughts and prayers arc with 
the Holy Father," and in Rome, 
Chief Rabbi Riccarco Di Segni 
offered prayers for a quick 
recovery. 
Maria Pasnik. 46, a house- 
wife in the pope's hometown of 
Wadowice, Poland, expressed a 
simple, anguished wish: "I pray 
that we can see or hear him 
again." 
In Mexico City, the Basilica 
of Guadalupe remained open 
during the night for anyone 
who wished to offer prayers. 
It was here, in 2002, that' the 
pope canonized Indian saint 
Plinto Lapri AP Photo 
PEACE FOR ALL: Pope John Paul II gestures during his meeting with 
Armenia's President Robert Kocharian, unseen, at the Vatican Friday, 
Jan.28, 2005. 
luan Diego during a fifth visit to 
the country, where he remains 
immensely popular. 
"May he recover rapidly, 
because we need him," said 
Isabel Chavez, who attended 
Mass at the basilica. 
Navarro-Valls insisted (hat 
lohn Paul did not lose con- 
sciousness or require the inser- 
tion of a tube into his windpipe 
to help him breathe — a proce- 
dure known as a tracheotomy 
— and he characterized the 
hospitalization as "mainly pre- 
cautionary." 
At one point, trying to appear 
reassuring, Navarro-Valls even 
joked that lohn Paul was taken 
by ambulance to a special papal 
suite on the 10th floor of the 
hospital because "the subway 
doesn't go that far." 
But with the pope's advanced 
age and his health in steady 
decline for years, "this is just 
one of those warning signs that 
everybody's got to prepare for 
the inevitable," said the Rev. 
Thomas Reese, editor of the 
lesuit magazine America. 
"As Christians, death is not 
something we fear," he said. 
"It's a new beginning. But it's 
always disturbing." 
Navarro-Valls, who has a 
medical degree, said the pope 
was suffering from  flu and 
acute laryngeal tracheitis — 
inflammation of the windpipe 
— which created a "certain 
difficulty in breathing." 
In a separate statement, the 
Vatican said the pope also had 
experienced a "larynx spasm 
crisis." Experts said it was 
possible his Parkinson's disease, 
which makes muscle control 
difficult, made it harder for him 
to breathe. 
The first sign of the frail 
pope's illness came Sunday 
when he kept clearing his throat 
duringa20-minute appearance 
at his studio window, thrown 
wide open on one of Rome's 
coldest days in years so he 
could release a pair of doves 
symbolizing peace into St. 
Peter's Square. 
"The life of the church goes on," 
said veteran Vatican-watcher 
Thomas Reese, a Jesuit priest 
who edits America, a monthly 
on religious affairs. Poles laid 
red and white roses outside the 
hospital, and a group of about 
10 Australian students played 
the guitar and sang songs. 
Organizers of the World 
Youth Day in Cologne. Germany, 
where the pope is scheduled to 
appear in August, also offered 
their prayers for his health 
and stressed that his visit was 
still on. 
Sunnis to take 
part in election 
By Robert H. Ren! 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BAGHDAD        — Iraq's 
interim prime minister declared 
yesterday that the success of 
the national elections had dealt 
a major blow to the insurgents 
— who have not carried out a 
major attack since the balloting 
— and he predicted they will be 
defeated within months. 
ButamajorSunni clerical group 
declared that Sunday's elections 
"lack legitimacy" because many 
Sunni Arabs did not participate, 
saying the new government 
wouldhave no mandate to guide 
the nation's future. 
That suggested problems 
remain in reconciling with the 
Sunni Arabs, who comprise 
about 20 percent of Iraq's 26 
million people but form the core 
of the insurgency 
Nevertheless, both Prime 
Minister Ayad Allawi and his 
major Shiite Muslim rivals 
reached out to the Sunnis 
promising them a major role in 
drafting the new constitution 
even though many shunned 
the ballot — either out of fear of 
rebel attacker opposition to the 
electoral process. 
"Definitely the Sunni Muslims 
will take part in the govern- 
ment and will have a role in the 
drafting of constitution," 
Abdul-Aziz al-Hakim, head olthe 
main Shiite political faction, told 
The Associated Press. 
Allawi, a secular Shiite backed 
by the Americans, told Iraqi 
television that the elections, 
which drew large turnouts except 
in Sunni insurgent strongholds, 
constituted a "major blow to all 
forces of terrorism." 
He noted that attacks by 
Sunni insurgents had fallen 
dramatically since the elections 
but it was unclear whether the 
drop was the start of a trend. 
"They might be reorganizing 
themselves and changing their 
plans," Allawi said of the insur- 
gents. "The coming days and 
weeks will show whether this 
trend will continue ... But the 
final outcome will be failure. Thev 
will continue for months hut this 
(insurgency! will end." 
Following the election, U.S. 
military planners hope to shift 
from offensive operations against 
the insurgents to training Iraqi 
forces to do the job. Still, U.S. 
troops are continuing offensive 
operations, arresting four sus- 
pected 'rebels in northern Iraq 
and killing a suspected mem- 
ber of an al-Qaida-linked group 
northwest of Baghdad, the U.S. 
command said yesterday. 
Thne days after the balloting. 
the Iraqi election commission 
has still not released any results or 
turnout figures, promising them 
with a week. Political sources say 
the ticket endorsed by the Shiite 
clergy was expected to win the 
largest share of the 271) National 
Assembly seats. Tickets led by 
Kurdish politicians and by Allawi 
also were running strong. 
Al-Hakim, the head of the 
Shiite ticket, suggested yesterday 
that his group would insist on 
the prime minister's post, saying 
his faction had several qualified 
candidates. That could mean 
Allawi might lose his job in the 
neu administration if the Shiite 
ticket ends up with more than 
half the Assembly seats. 
Still, the new governments 
ability in reconcile with 
disaffected elements in the Sunni 
community is considered the key 
to stability and to enabling the 
170,000 mostly American foreign 
troops to leave. 
In its first official statement 
since die ballot, the Sunni clerical 
Association of Muslim Scholars, 
which had called for an election 
boycott, said the new government 
would lack legitimacy because 
main Sunnis stayed home on 
election day. 
The association said the new 
government would lack the 
mandate to draft a new constitu- 
tion — one of the major duties of 
the new National Assembly! 
"We cannot participate in the 
ill ailing of a constitution writ- 
ten under military occupation," 
said association spokesman, 
Mohammed Basharal-Feidhi. 
King's actions cause 'grave concern': foreign ministry 
COUP, FROM PAGE 8 
dispute with Pakistan, the 
concerns go far beyond tourism. 
A statement Tuesday by India's 
foreign ministry called the 
king's actions "a cause of grave 
concern." Yesterday, a clearly 
frustrated Indian foreign secre- 
tary, Shyam Saran, complained 
that New Delhi officials could 
only reach their embassy in 
Katmandu by satellite telephone. 
"We are unable to really 
make a comprehensive assess- 
ment of the situation in the 
absence of communication," he 
told reporters. 
Even in Katmandu, few people 
had a full assessment. 
Yesterday, it was hard to find 
a politician operating openly: 
Ousted Prime Minister Sher 
Bahadur Deuba was in his house 
under armed guard and the 
offices of the Nepali Congress 
were locked down. At the 
headquarters of the United 
Marxist Leninist Communist 
Party, a caretaker said the build- 
ing was empty and at the home of 
the party's leader, Madap Kumar, 
at least a half-dozen soldiers were 
making sure no one visited him. 
It was only at the sprawling 
royal palace, behind high walls, 
that politicians worked in peace. 
Gyanendra swore in a 
10-member cabinet yesterday, 
with himself as its head. Later, 
officials said the new govern- 
ment would try to bring the 
rebels back to the peace table. 
"The king has the chief execu- 
tive authority now, so it will be 
easier for the rebels to come." 
Home Minister Dan Bahadur 
Sliahi said on state radio. 
The rebels, who say they are 
inspired by Mao Zedong the 
Chinese communist founding 
father, control much of rural 
Nepal. They broke off peace talks 
in August 2003 and balked at 
invitations from Deuba's 
now-ousted government to 
restart talks, insisting real author- 
ity remained in the king's hands. 
Most of the new ministers 
are fierce supporters of the king, 
who came to power in 2001 
after his brother, King Birendra. 
was gunned down in a palace 
massacre apparently 
committed by Birendra's son, the 
crown prince, who also died. 
"The   king   has   expressed 
Hillsdale 
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confidence that everyone will 
support and cooperate with the 
new Cabinet." the palace said 
yesterday. 
That's not likely. 
This country has become 
increasingly cynical about both 
politics and royalty since a 
popular "People's Movement" 
revolt forced the absolute 
monarchy to allow multiparty 
democracy in 1990. While opin- 
ion polls indicate the country 
supports the idea of democracy, 
relentless inter-parr,' squabbling 
and government inability to deal 
with the rebellion means few 
parties get widespread support. 
And while many Nepalese, 
particularly in rural areas, still see 
tile king as an incarnation of a 
Hindu god, Gyanendra has never 
been popular. 
Not that anyone is talking 
openly about his unpopular- 
ity' these days. Soldiers have 
been deployed to a number of 
newspapers to oversee what 
gets in print. 
"We have not been able to 
publish what we're writing," 
one prominent editor said on 
condition of anonymity "Instead, 
we're just giving die government 
version." 
Or they're not talking about 
politics at all. In the newspa- 
per Kandpur, normally one 
of the most vibrant outlets for 
government criticism, most of 
the opinion page was filled with 
a transcript of the king's Tuesday 
speech The test was taken up 
by an editorial calling for the 
protection of archaeological sites. 
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replace the guaranteed benefll 
thai Americans have earned with 
i guaranteed benefll cut ol in 
percent or more," Reidsaid in the 
Democratic response to Bush's 
address 
I In- capital's political 
establishment, Horn members of 
Congress and the Cabinet to the 
diplomatic corps and Supreme 
Court justices, gathered KM the 
address Securirj was intense, as 
ii was foi Bush's inauguration Ian. 
20. Police closed on streets sur- 
roundingthet apitol and its office 
buildings 
Calling icn maioi changes in 
Social Security, Bush said the 
program was "created decades 
ago, it •■ aver) different era.''With 
financial problems that grow 
worse each year, he said, the 
system "on its current path is head- 
ed toward bankruptcy And so we 
must join together to strengthen 
and save Sot ial Security." 
[Vying ID calm the concerns 
of older people, Bush said 
Social Securirj i> strong and 
fiscal!) sound for the more than 15 
million \mericans now receiving 
benefits and millions more who 
are nearing retirement 
Anticipating objections, the 
president pledged that any 
system ol private accounts would 
have ample safeguards 
toe will make sure the money 
can onh go into a conservative 
mix ui bonds and stock funds/' 
he said "We will make sure thai 
youi earnings are not eaten up 
bj hidden toil! Street fees. We will 
make sure there are good options 
in protect MIIII investments from 
sudden market swings on the eve 
of your retirement We will make 
sure ;i personal account canl be 
emptied out all at once, bui rathei 
paid out over time, as an addi- 
tion to traditional Social Securitj 
benefits." 
He said that private accounts 
would allow workers' money to 
grow over time faster than In the 
current system "And best of all 
themone) in the account is yours, 
and the govemmeni can neve 
take it away" 
Prescription ads may be misleading 
By Joe Milicia 
1K1 ASSOCUKD PRSSS 
CLEVEI WD It's not fust 
the ever-present erectile 
disfunction ads that make a 
prominent Cleveland Clinic 
cardiologist uncomfortable. 
Dr. Eric Ibpol is troubled 
b) sales pitches for any drug 
that isn't essential to a patient's 
survival. 
I In' chlel academic officei 
ui the prestigious clin 
that drug ads are leading too 
many people to sock medica- 
tion. He's calling for restrictions 
that would require drugs to be 
on the market for a while before 
the) are advertised. 
"These   drugs   haw   to   go 
through a period of at leasi a 
yeai after they're commercial!) 
available to make sure in the 
real world population there 
are no problems that weren't 
anticipated," he said. 
fopol wrote an editorial in 
the journal of the American 
Medical Association last month 
in which he blamed die heat» 
promotion oi the arthritis'drug 
\ inw foi im ii-asing the mini - 
her ui people who suffered from 
the health problems that It has 
i aused. Merck & Co. pulled the 
pain killer from the market in 
Septembei because ii doubled 
patients' risk of heart attacks 
and strokes. 
"Oncol Ihereasons thisg 
had as ii did is these drugs were 
the mosi successful mass nun 
keied dings in history," lopol 
said. 
As chiei academic officer, 
fopol oversees all research 
performed I" the clinic He is 
also directoi ol cardiovascular 
medicine ai the dinic's heart 
i enter, which has been ranked 
No. I in the United States by 
U.S. News & World Report for 
thepast 10 years. 
lie   is   mil    alone   in    his 
criticism of drug advertising. 
I think we're building a 
nation ol ding takers," said Dr. 
lerome Kassirer, former editor- 
in-chief of the New England 
loumalol Medicine. "Ii eni oui 
ages people III ask, and when 
people ask doctors give.'1 
The  U.S.  Food  and  Drug 
Administration began 
allowing direct-to-consumer 
advertising of drugs in 1997, 
Drug companies'  ad budgets 
^welled in an estimated *3.7 
billion lasi yeai promoting 
drugs thai treat ailments such 
as impotence, arthritis, depres- 
sion, allergies and asthma 
lopol   doesn't   take   issue 
with the advertising of statin 
drugs, which lower ciioleslerol 
and reduce the risk of heart 
attack In limiting the buildup 
of arien clogging rat deposits, 
BUI lie doesn't see the need for 
any advertising of "lifestyle" 
drugs like Viagra lor erectile 
dysfunction. 
Viagra maker Pi'i/er Inc. says 
ils ads help people to talk to 
their doctors about conditions 
theymaj be suffering. 
These ads really do prompt 
that conversation on an appro- 
priate treat menCMzer spokes- 
woman Michal Flshman said. 
She also noted lhal in tile case 
of Viagra that erectile dysfunc 
lion is sometimes a symptom 
of a more serious medical con 
dilion thai a visit to the doctor 
could revealMerck believes thai 
drug ads enhance consumer 
knowledge about diseases and 
treatment options, said spokes- 
woman Casey Sta\ lopoulos. 
The Washington trade group 
Pharmaceutical Research and 
Manufacturers   of   America 
cites an independent SUTVe) ol 
3,000 adults In the Institute for 
Health Fobc) al Massachusetts 
General Hospital that found 25 
percent ol Ihe patients who \ is 
Ited doctors after seeing drug ad 
received a new diagnosis, main 
for significant conditions like 
high cholesterol and diabetes. 
Changing the law on drug 
ads would lake legislation, 
something that Dr. Catherine 
II. DeAngelis, editor in chief of 
the lournal of the American 
Medical Association, doesn't 
see drug companies allowing 
to happen. 
"I'm sure that they're mak- 
ing a lol of money selling these 
medications to patients who 
don't need these drugs," she 
said. 
Topol made headlines 
recently when Fortune maga- 
zine  reported  that he was 
a paid consultant to a hedge 
lund thai was betting against 
shares ol Viow. a drug he pub 
licly criticized. I le responded by 
ending his work with the fund 
as well as consulting work for 
drug, diagnostic and medical 
device companies to avoid arrj 
potential conflicts of interest 
lopol said he's taken tile pub- 
lic stand on drug ads because 
as a cardiologist there's only so 
much thai can he done to neat 
a patient after Ihe damage has 
been done. He doesn't want to 
see another case like Viow. 
'I've spent 20-some years on 
heart attack research,"  Ibpol 
said. "We've gotten to the point 
where we can treat bean attacks 
pretty well, hut we have to try to 
prevent them." 
New drug gives promising results to cancer patients 
By Stephanie Nano 
\ one tune treatment that uses 
a homing-device drug to zap 
cancel cells with radiation made 
.; dead!) lymphoma disappear 
in three out ol lour patients, 
main foi near!) eight years, 
hers report 
While the results were called 
promising, it's not known yet 
whether the novel approach will 
be superior to the standard early 
treatments normally used foi a 
slow -growing hut incurable t\ pe 
of non-1 lodgkin's lymphoma 
The striking thing about it is 
bow such a short treatment can 
produce such long-lasting lemis 
sions. said Dr. Mark S. kaminski. 
who developed the new treat- 
ment Bexxar, with a University 
of Michigan colleague 
Hie researchers said more 
studies will be needed to deter- 
mine whether doctors should 
use Bexxarasa first treatment to 
tight the immune-system cancer. 
Bexxar is onh approved for use 
when Other therapies, including 
chemotherapy and radiation, 
tail. Bexxar treatment starts 
with a iesi dose followed b) a 
foil dose a week later instead ol 
met months, as with chemo- 
therapy. One advantage is lower 
side effects, such as hair loss, the 
researchers said. 
ihe   findings   reported   In 
I hursdaj s New I ngland Journal 
of Medicine were partly funded 
by drug maker Corixa, which 
recently sold the rights to Bexxar 
in GlaxoSmithKUne. Some 
of the scientists haw received 
lees from the drug makers: one 
was  a  Corixa employee.   Ihe 
universit)   holds  patents  for 
Bexxar, and kaminski and his 
co inventoi share in royalties. 
i ii losepb M. Connors, of the 
British ( olumbta Cancer \jt u v 
in Vancouver, said the results 
were impressive even  though 
the) involved carefully chosen 
patients  and   no   comparison 
group "Ibis is quite promis- 
ing and firm!) indicates that 
We need to know  what would 
happen   in   comparisons    to 
standard treatment" said 
Connors, who wrote an 
accompanying editorial. 
ihe Michigan researchers 
tested Bexxar in 7is patients 
with advanced folliculat 
lymphoma who had received 
no other treatment Follicular 
lymphoma strikes about 15,000 
adults in North America each 
year. Patients typic.ilh survive 
seven to 10 years, 
ihe approach used in Bexxar, 
called    radioimmunotherapy, 
delivers lethal ladialion dinilh 
in cancer cells, [he method is 
being tested in other types oi 
cancers, and Bexxar and anoth- 
er  treatment   called   Zevalin 
are   approved   for   advanced 
non-llodgkin's lymphoma. In 
Bexxar, radioactive iodine-131 
is attached to antibodies thai 
target and kill lymphoma cells, 
In the studv. 72 patients or 
95 percent had some shrink 
age of their tumors after gelling 
Bexxar, Ihe cancer disappeared 
in 57 participants (75 percent 
and  three quarters  of them 
were Still disease tree alter live 
veais Man) remained cancel 
free until the end of the studv. a 
maximum of about eight years, 
Hie researchers are continuing 
to follow the participants, 
Hie most common side effect 
was a brief diop in while blood 
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BG women's soccer 
signs seven recruits 
The Bowling Green women's 
soccer team announced the 
signing of seven new recruils. 
Amanda Campbell, Brianne 
Eisenhard, Susan Hunter, 
Kristin McDonald and Corbie 
Yee all hail from Ohio while 
head coach Andy Richards 
pulled Meredith Rapke (Illinois) 
and Christy Zabek (Tennessee) 
in from other states. 
"We are very excited about 
this entire recruiting class," 
Richards said. The team is hop- 
ing this will only add to a team 








Old Blue lyes 
The numbers don't lie. 
Two Super Bowl wins in three 
years (soon to be in four years]. 
A starting quarterback that 
has yet lo lose in the postseason. 
And a running back that 
averaged 109 yards per game in 
the regular season. 
For the Eagles, the future 
(at least this Sunday's future) 
doesn't look very bright. 
On top of this, on paper, the 
Kagles don't even look like the 
best team in their state. The 
Steelers had the league's best 
defense, allowing a league-best 
258.4 yards and 15.7 points per 
contest 
The Steelers also had the 
second-best rushing numbers 
in the league. And guess who 
was No. 1? Well, it's not the 
fogies if that w-as your guess. 
So, in effect, the Kagles 
have DO reason to show up on 
Sunday. 
But they do have some 
off-field aspects to their game 
running on full throttle. 
Second or maybe third wide- 
out (it doesn't matter after TO.) 
Freddie Mitchell has the entire 
New England defense pissed 
off. You know Rodney 1 larrison 
is looking to put him in a body 
bag and add to his already 
NFI.-record $350 million in fines. 
While this may not be good 
for the Eagles' newfound star, 
it is great for the Eagles. What 
better way to hurt such an even 
keel crew like the Pats' defense 
than lo talk smack to them? 
That's right, there isn't a 
better way. 
And besides that, the Eagles 
probably have the advantage 
against the Fats normally stellar 
defense. 
With Donovan McNabb 
under center, the Eagles have 
the league's third best quarter- 
back, which is all right when the 
top two are Peyton Mamting 
EAGLES.PAGE 12 
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Merfs hoops hosting Akron 
By Adam HriUak 
SPOUTS  BE PORTt R 
As the men's basketball team 
(12-5, 6-.') iii conference) con- 
tinues to work toward (hen goal 
of winning the Mid-American 
Conference championship, they 
welcome Akron  12 6, 6-4) into 
Anderson Arena tonight. 
The Falcons are coming of) a 
disappointing 72-69 loss at (Ink) 
Saturday, bui have had plenty ol 
time lo shake thai game "H ami 
prepare for the Zips, 
Akron saw a five-game 
winning streak come to a hall 
al Miami Sunday, losing 74-63, 
Prior in the loss, the Zips were 
no) even allowing opponents 
to staj in games with them 
during the streak, 
scoring margin. 
Their ability to jump on lean is 
and never lei them bat k in has 
not gone unnoticed by Falcons 
head coach Win Daldch. 
"They've played and beaten 
teams probablj as had. if not 
than am other tea 
our league has, I doni think verj 
many teams, if any, have beaten 
teams as badh as tkronh 
ol late," i>akit i 
With a rostei Tilled ol physi- 
cal players mixed with 
guards, the Zips pose a difficult 
challenge to any team the 
ely by 
■     .  ' 
Peterson, who is tops on the 
squad in scoring with ; 1.6 points 
per game. 
Peterson can  muscle 
for baskets    ti ind hit 
a three em on the 
year) and b i 
(4.8 per 
Akron   landed 
ret runs befon 
are beginning to show their 
worth tri 
guard  Dm  |oyi e and 
forward Romeo Travis, both of 
besi remembered 
loi playing with now Cleveland 
Cavaliers stai LeBron lame, 
in high school al Akron St, 
vl IT) 
d all in con- 
mill in the MAI in 
i 11 pel game, 
while scoring 7.6 ppgand shoot- 
i from downtown, 
blossomed into 
a physical lone iii the M \< 
Dakich credits him with hav- 
ing "the I i".i hands, maybe, in 
the leagui ' as his numbers have 
i to III I ppgand 7.2 rpg. 
i   Is a night 
Irail onlv Hall Slate's  lenanee 
Chapman atop the conference. 
The Falcons are  likely   to 
In- without   starting  forward 
Germain Fitch, who had an Mm 
Monday on his knee which was 
injured during the post-game 
celebration against Toledo Fitch 
returned to the lineup against 
Oil, but re-injured his knee in 
the opening minutes and never 
came hack in. 
The game begins at 7 p.m the 
Falcons will then have a chance 
at redemption Mondav as rhej 
welcomeOU to town, 
I he game will air on television 
on FOX Sports-Ohio and tip Is 
at 8pm. 
Women's hoops puts NIU to 
bed early, rolls big in win 
No drama in tli is 
game as BG uses big 
runs to win big. 
ByAdamHnttak 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Using a 19-0 run to overcome an 
early deficit and anothet 19-0 run 
to pull away In the second half, 
the women's basketball team 
lolled to an 80-41 win over visit- 
ing Northern Illinois. 
Allei struggling to Tmd their 
shot in the fust half, hilling 37.9 
percent from the Held. It( I caught 
file in the second hall. The 
Falcons shot 59 percent in the 
second half, including SI ol I I on 
threes to deny am dial 
Huskies comeback. 
Carin Home drained live 
three-pointers, foui in the second 
half, on her wav lo a game high 
IK points, while tying a careei 
high with six steals. Liz Honegger 
added 13 points, nine rebounds 
and three blocks. 
hue lewis came off the bench 
io spark BG early. She had seven 
points and live assists in I I fast 
half minutes and finished nine 
and six. 
"lenccamc in there and really 
brought thai (aggressive] energy 
and kept the tempo up," Miller 
said "Our bench overall was tie 
mendous tonight Ironicalryi we 
talked a lot about out bench in 
the pie-game speech before we 
left the locker room, and I fell 
like the bench was going to be a 
huge factor." 
The bench added 29 points 
. assists and 
16 rebounds. Sakima Smith had 
a season-high nine points in II 
minutes. 
The Falcons it 
with 12 -'! in play after |i 
Uptmor sank two tree throws foi 
the Huskies. From then on, BG 
puked up on defense, utilizing 
a full-coun press to lone 14 NIU 
turnovers In the fust hall and lead 
i at the break 
"Our press look a life ol its 
own.' Falcons head coach Curl 
Miller. "We started to have 
success (with it more than an) 
oilier   lime   this  veai    We  got 
mine and mole aggressive ill the 
press and pressed more as it was 
ssfuL" 
"Defense is the backbone of 
this team," Lewis said. "We pride 
ourselves on working haul and 
playing defense. < Ince we get our 
defense going, then our offense 
comes to play. 
As their defensive pkn picked 
up,   the   Falcons  shut   down 
Mil's leading scorer, Stephanie 
Raymond,   who  entered   the 
contest averaging 15.7 points 
per game. She wound up 
three points, with hei onlv basket 
— a three — Coming With 
remaining in the game. 
BG's second 19-0 run was led 
by hot shooting from beyond the 
are   Mreach leading   i2   11 with 
1237 remaining, the Falcons nil ' 
five threes, three from Honegger, 
to put the game awaj tor good. 
I he I alcons plav host to Ohio 
Saturday, with tip-off scheduled 
for I p.m. 
Steven Gamer BG News 
UP STRONG Bowling Green's Ali Mann fights through the Northern 
llmols defense in the Falcons' game last night. Mann scored nine 
points for the Falcons and lifted them to an 80-44 win that moved 





By Matt Hawkins 
HItR 
\lter trailing 11-2 with 13:49 
to play in the first half, the 
Howling Green womens has 
kelhall team struggled to hit 
everything from the field 
—until senior BG guard lene 
I cwis checked in. 
Lewis sparked the Falcons 
offense, converting on 
consecutive lav tips and her 
free throw at the 905 mark 
gave the Falcons their first 
lead al  14-13. BG never lost 
the lead again, blowing out 
Northern  Illinois 80-44  in 
Vnderson Vrena last night. 
"We realized thai we weren't 
as aggressive as we should 
have been," I ewissaid. "Coach 
wanted me to drive, penetrate 
and try to create a tempo... get 
us some points on the board 
and gel us moving.'' 
lewis led the Falcons in 
that pivotal first half with 
seven points on a perfect .i 
ol 3 shooting from the field, 
she played a career-high -H 
minutes  and   finished   with 
nine points, one oil her career 
high, and had live assists, four 
rebounds, and two steals 
BG head coach I un Miller 
said   lewis   provided   some 
much needed energj that got 
the team off to a big run. Her 
basket with ti: 11 left to go in 
HOOPS, PAGE 12 
Brandon announces 2005 Falcon recruiting class 
By Elliott Schreiner 
SPORIS EDITOR 
In the world of all the Miamis 
and USCs of college football, 
recruiting in the Mid-American 
Conference is never easy. 
Making the matter worse for 
schools like Toledo and Bowling 
Green is the fact that two college 
football factories, Ohio State and 
Michigan, are just a few hours 
from each school. 
But thanks to a 20-6 record, two 
bowl wins and an up and coming 
young coach, the Bowling Green 
football team has succeeded 
in this year's recruiting wars, 
pulling in 26 players from all over 
the nation. 
"Without a doubt the two bowl 
wins and the exposure we have 
gotten on television has helped in 
every way," BG head coach Gregg 
Brandon said. "It helps us out in 
Ohio and it helps us nationally. 
People' know about BGSU and 
the MAC." 
That     has     helped     the 
falcons recruit outside of 
Ohio     tar outside. 
Players came in from all 
comers of the country 
The only local plavci BG was 
able to pud in was Michael Ream, 
a defensive end from BlulTton 
The Falcons continued to 
pull In players from the south, 
getting Ivvo players from the 
state ol Florida, the same state 
that produced BG standouts 
quarterback Omar lacobs and 
wide receiver Charles Sharon. 
Bui none of ihein came Iroin 
as far as one of the Talc cms' new 
additions at tecetvta 
BG continued to dominate the 
Alaskan football scene thanks to 
the addition of lihelt Magnei 
wide receiver Cole's younger 
brother. 
Magner is one of five quarter- 
backs to come lo the team, and 
one of four quarterbacks thai will 
be tried out at another position 
"I    like    our    versatility," 
Brandon slid. "We signed live 
quarterbai ks, ,»u\ thej 're usually 
the most versatile guvs on the 
field. Thai kind ol versatility is 
going lo help us." 
But it wasnl all smooth sailing 
for BG, who losi a few players to 
bigger schools. 
That's  pan  of the deal," 
Brandon sank "We lost one lo 
Michigan and one to Arkansas 
That's disappointing, hut we're 
not going lo whine about the 
ones that got away from us.' 
And even the players that will 
weai the orange and brown next 
season weren't  M\  easv   ealch. 
lhis was the case' tin defensive 
lineman lac oh ilardwick. 
"The one we had the most 
problem gelling was lacoh 
llaidwick from Virginia Beach,' 
Brandon said, "We cnuldiu sign 
hint Initially because of a lire 
alarm; but we jusi signed him a 
few minutes ago." 
From a coaching standpoint, 
Brandon hopes he doesn't see 
any ol these youngsters getting a 
ci.uk al significant playing time 
intheii Rrstyeai at BG. 
I le's hoping the players the 
falcons already have will snag up 
the majority of the playin . 
next season 
"I'm   hoping  none    ha ■ 
pi.u .   he said. "Because that 
means the guys ahead of them 
arenl good enough likc> it used 
to be." 
Thai is how it was when 
Brandon Hist arrived in 2001 alter 
a 20(K) campaign saw BG finish 
Nc iw, the I alec ins hat e pi il one 
plavci in theNl I since then, and 
look to pul a lew more in this 
April. This is no doiihl helping 
the recruiting process for BG. 
kids are seeing that Bowling 
Green isn't just a truck stop to 
gei apples and doniits." Brandon 
said,      kids    are    seeing   pro 
prospects playing here." 
Foi the Falcons, the offsea 
son Isn't necessarilj easy, bui it's 
getting easiei 
BOWLING GREEN FALCONS 2005 RECRUITS 
QUARTERBACK: Fred Barnes (6-2,185; Chicago Hts. III.). 
RUNNING BACK: Chris Bullock (5-11.220: Oestrehan, La.), 
WIDE OUTS Luke Alexander (6-0.170; Springfield, Ohio), Aaron 
Davis (6-2,182; Seffner. Fla .). Rhett Magnet (5-10.165; Palmer. Ala.) 
0-LINE Jarrett Buckosh (6-7, 254; Elyria. Ohio). Kevin Mahoney (6-6. 
295: Springfield, Ohio). Phillip Pollard (6-3.270, Westerville, Ohio), 
RichardSolak(6-4, 280; Norristown, Pa), ShaneSteffy(6-3,290: 
Oakmont. Pa.), Guy Williamson (6-4, 300; Mahomet, III). 
D LINE Trevor Frericks (6-1, 255; Oxfoid, N.C.), lacob Hardwick (6-3. 
260; Virginia Beach, Vii), Thomas James (6-2.255; Goose Creek, SO 
Brady Minturn (6-4, 250: Loveland. Ohio), Michael Ream (6-3. 235; 
Blufflon. Ohio). 
LINEBACKERS: Cody Baslei (6-3, 225; Auburn. Mich..): Nick 
Lawrence (6-3, 220; Brighton. Mich), Cordelle Thompson (6-1. 205; 
Middletown. Ohio). 
DEFENSIVE BACKS: Antonio Smith (5-10. 175 Miami. Fla.), Bobby 
Thomas (5-10. 200; Warrensville Hts., Ohio), Stephon Thompson (6-0. 
175; Franklin, Mich.). Calvin Wiley (5-11, 185; Detroit, Mich), Chris 
Wright (5-10. 1/5: Middlctown. Ohio). 
GEf IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS 
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Eagles getting no respect leading into Super Bowl 
By Barry Winer 
THE *SS0Cl«t[D PRESS 
with die game on the line, the 
New England Patriots hardly 
lack for dutch players — Tom 
Brady. Adam Vinatii'ii. Rodney 
I larrison. 
With the game on the line, no 
one is sure it the Philadelphia 
Eagles have the kind ol 
performers who could lift them 
past the defending champions in 
Sunday's Super Bowl. 
Though I'hilly's track record 
hefore this year wasn't verj 
promising— three straight NFC 
championship game Bops — the 
Eagles insist past failures were 
erased when they finally won the 
conference title. 
They'd better be correct, 
because the Patriots simply 
don't get stressed out. particu 
larly in the Super Bowl, which 
they've won two of the last 
three seasons. 
"We haven't Been to the Super 
Boul.hiilivi'ic'balllc-ti'sicil.'said 
All-l*ro safety Brian Davvkins, the 
leada ol a defense that includes 
one starter who has played in the 
big game — end levon Kearse 
with lennessee in 2000, "We've 
been   tested  in   championship 
games. We feel pressure year after 
yeai and we know how lo win in 
those situations." 
They hadn't won in crucial 
situations, though, until beating 
Atlanta lo avoid becoming the 
lirst franchise to lose four straight 
NIC title games. I he Patriots 
have won eight consecutive 
postseason games with Brady at 
quarterback and Bill Belichick as 
coach, and the) aie seven-point 
favorites over Philadelphia. 
"I don't led we're at a 
disadvantage," coach Andy Reid 
said." I hey go in and think they 
are a- good as anybody in the 
NFL but ihev understand they 
have In prove it every Sunday.'' 
I spec iallv Ibis Sunday, against 
a team on the verge of Ix'ing 
considered a dynasty. Not only are 
there questions about 
how the Eagles might 
perform on such a 
siage. hut  there are 
no questions about 
how the Patriots will 
deal with ii. They've 
already successfully 
displayed their steely 
nerves and skills 
undei the burning 
spotlight — twice. 
Which    presents 
Philadelphia with yel 
another    challenge: 
treating the Patriots 
with too much 
respect, 
It    that    happens. 
they'rebeatenbeforethej takethe 
Mitel Stadium field, and Vinatierl 
won't  need  lo  match  his  two, 
"We've been 





know how to 
win in those 
situations." 
last-second. Super Bowl-winning 
kicks. Nor will Brady have t< > stage 
any late heroics. Matters will hi' 
decided niticheariier. 
McNabb, echo- 
ing Heid's statement, 
basically mid Philry 
tans not lo worry. 
lis a slap in the 
face" lo bear such 
criticism,    the    I'ro 
Bowl    quarterback 
said. "Bui they are 
the champions. And 
we have made it; we 
ate bete in the Super 
Bowl. No one can 
lake thai away from 
"('an we win ibis 
BRIAN DAWKINS.       game? How can you 
EAGLES SAFETY       ask anybody thatf 
No   one   is   ask- 
ing the Patriots thai. If dicv play 
tmcto their history, not only will 
they match \ince Lombardi's 
Green Bay Packers as the only 
team to win nine Straight post- 
season games, hut they will do it 
dramatically. 
Brady will complete critical 
passes to Troy Brown or David 
Patten. Harrison will rattle a 
receiver and force a key drop. 
ledy Bruschi will create a 
turnover Richard Seymoui will 
get a crucial sack. 
We've seen it before. Most 
evcryoncoutsidcofPhillyexpet is 
to see it again Sunday. 
"Hie Important thing going 
into these games, and what 
I've learned, is you need lo be 
well-prepared." Brady said. 
"When you're prepared, you're 
confident going into a game, 
you're calm. You have the answers 
(o the test." 
The Eagles answered just 
about every test ibis season, but 
those were like midterms, New 
England in the Super Bowl is the 
final — pass or fail. 
So are the Eagles up to 
winning I'hilly's lirst champi- 
onship since I960, seven years 
before the Super Bowl existed? 
No less an expert than Belichick 
knows they can if his leant isn't 
careful 
" I hey are a very coniplele 
team," he said. "They led the NFC 
wire lo wire. I don't think you 
could do much more. 
"They have been running 
out the clock since the end of 
November wailing to get it over 
with, because they hadeverything 
wrapped up. I'hey came hack and 
played well against Minnesota 
and shut down Atlanta. 
i here's no question that they 
not onlv deserve to be here, 
they've done about as much as 
v oi i could possibly do this year as 
a football team." 
I he final proving ground is 
four days away. 
Lewis solid on D for Falcons 
HOOPS. FROM PAGE 11 
the first half capped off a 18-2 
run iuid put the Falcons in the 
drivers sen 
"Tene came in there and 
really brought that energy and 
kepi the tempo up." Miller said. 
Northern's so good defensively, 
we needed to have tile game up 
tempo and she spurred us with 
dial energy and her ability lo 
penetrate." 
But Lewis's scoring wasn't the 
only thing that catapulted the 
Falcons offense. She dished out 
five assists in the final 10 minutes 
of the first half, including a pan ol 
feeds 10 forward All Mann in a 2U 
second span, extending the lead 
to 23-13 with 4:27 left in the half. 
Lewis also added to the 
Falcons    strong    defensive 
pressure which shut down 
Stephanie Raymond, the I lusldes 
leading scorer. Raymond came 
into the game averaging 15.7 
points per game, seventh in the 
MAC, and was held to just three 
points on l-of-12 shooting. 
Steven Garnet BG News 
BIG PLAY: Bowling Green guard Tene Lewis goes airborne in a game 
against Northern Illinois last night. 
"Stephanie Raymond is by Eat 
one of Ihe best players in ibis 
league," Miller said. "To hold (her) 
to one basket is a great individual 
accomplishment as a learn." 
The Falcons held the I lusldes 
to   just   27   percent   shooting. 
which marks their best defensive 
performance of the season. 
"Defense   is   the   backbone 
of this team," lewis said. "We 
pride ourselves on defense and 
hard work and that's bow we win 
ball gauics.' 
Philly will be too confusing 
for Belichick and Patriots 
EAGLES, FROM PAGE II 
and DaunteCulpepper.The 
veteran is in the midst ofhis 
best season thus far. throwing 
for 3,875 yards, 31 touchdowns 
and just eight picks. By the 
way. thai makes him [hefirst 
quarterback in league history to 
throw more than30 
touchdowns and less than 10 
interceptions In a season. 
Add to the equation thai 
the NI'Fsbcsl receiver, lerrell 
(Iwens, could possibly return 
Sunday I ven If he doesn't 
return, it should be enough 
ol a< une hall to throw oil 
Bill Bclichick's r. hum a day 
preparations. 
And besides. I'm sure No. 25 
and No. 27 arc having enough 
time preparing lor the Eagles 
as ii is. 
Defensively, the Eagles can 
Stand up to anyone. 
Ihiisfai, they've handled 
the league's two most dynamic 
quarterbacks in holding 
the Falcons and \ ikings to a 
combined24 points, lake the 
points from both games, add 
them logethei and they still 
don't beat the I agles127 points 
they scored in each game. So, 
ina weird kind of way, the 
1 agles heal both Atlanta and 
Minnesota I lave some of thai 
New England. 
Beyond thai. Michael Vick 
and Culpepper are better 
quarterbacks than Tom Brack 
Nun can tell me I'm stupid for 
sayingVick is better (thai is jus) 
what ESPN tells me), but argue 
with Culpeppers 69.2 
completion percentage, 4,717 
yards and 39 touchdowns 
and I may slapvou. tad not a 
friendly slap either, but one that 
leaves a handprint on your lace. 
And also, you can take the 
undefeated postseason record 
for Brady and shove it. 
My roommate and l argued 
ibis one before the All title 
game. My argument being that 
Ben FtoethHsbergei never lost in 
bis career while Brady only had 
the postseason to brag about 
Both arguments were stupid, 
mine was wrong, bin ii just 
shows quartethack's winning 
percentages don't mattes 
Whal matters is the team. 
With all lite controversy 
leading up to the game 
Ihe questions ol will It), play 
and what number Will cover 
him if he does play Is playing 
into the Eagles'favor, 
[hey've been dealing with 
theirslai rcccivIT'Sstrangeways 
all year, the Pats only have two 
weeks to be ready 
Ni II all of iielichick's prepara- 
tion skills will have the Pats pre- 
pared for ibis \c,n slug dance. 
Cleveland Cavaliers Career Fair 
Guild Arena - Wednesday, February 16,2005 -1-4 p.m 
Meet with personnel from: 
Cleveland Cavaliers, Qund Arena, TeamWork Online, Pacers Sports & Entertainment, 
Ohio University.   Fox  Sports   Net.   Detroit   Pistons.   Detroit   Shock. Cleveland  Clinic. 
Cleveland Barons, lake County Captains, \kron Aeros, Mahoning Valley Scrappers. 
YMCA of Greater Cleveland. ALLTEL ( ommunications Inc., Cleveland Indians. Giant 
I agio. Sterling Jewelers. I.ills Spoils. Clear Channel Radio. Sherwin-Williams Company. 
Ballash Press, Inc.. UPS. Key Bank. Allstate Insurance and more to be added. 
Meet with representatives from public relations, sale- business 
development, marketing, broadcasting, finance, journalism, 
advertising, sports medicine, and more 
Find out more about full, part-time, and seasonal positions, 
internships, and volunteer opportunities. 
Admission to the Career Fair from 1-4 pin is included 
in Ihe cost of a game ticket to the Cavaliers game on 
February 16,2005 at 7:00 pm. 
Bring multiple copies of your resume. 
Price Includes: 
Admission to Career Fair 







TUB CI.KVKI.AND CUMC 
To order call Bryan Ralston at 216-420-2472 or fax to 216-42(1-2329 
MAIL TO: Cleveland Cavaliers, Bryan Ralston, I Center Court, 





SOI MS IK Kl is 
HANDLING FEE: TICKETS x S1.50 
•••All orders of 4 or more tickets will have a flat $6 handling fee. 
I'O'IAI. AMOI \l  I NCT.OSII) 
TOTAL AMOl'Nl 
I V   I ONI  I) 
O Check/Money Order payable to CLEVELAND CAVALIERS 
□ Please Charge qVisa G MasterCard q AMEX q DisCOV sr 
SIcS VII  III 
l)\> I'MCIM   i 
l.-MAII. ADDKI SS 
CostaRtca 
7 nights 0) from 
$8991 
1       Giardini I Popogoyo 
%0 *Deqnee& & 
Vacation packages include air from Toledo, 
hotel, transfers & morel 
ARUBA 
Pristine beaches, dazzling casinos & Dutch chatm! 
Saturday Departures 
7 nights 
Feb 12 - Mug. 6 
IANvU N The world's #1 beach destination loi 
non-stop Tun in the sun! 
Monday, Friday, Saturday Departures 
3,4 * mights 
Moll -Mug. 26 
COSTA RICA Great beaches, bubbling hoi 
sptings, adive volcanoes & exciting adventures! 
Saturday Departures 
7 nights 
Feb 12 ■ Hug. 201 
Riviera Maya A Cozumel 
Packages Also Available 
N A J JAU High-energy beach destination with 
glamorous casino action! 
Monday, Friday Departures 
3,4* 7 nights 
Feb 11 ■ Mug. 12 
r UN IA vAnA Amazing beaches, sooting 
palms, casinos & Merengue! 
Monday, Friday Departures 
3,4* 7 nights 
Feb 11 - Mug. 26 
PUERTO PLATA 
value in the Caribbean! 
The best all-inclusive 
<J 
Monday, Friday Departures 
3,4* 7 nights 
Fob 11 -Mug. it 
On* low, vahr 
packed price! 
FLY TOLEDO EXPRESS AIRPORT 
Tron.M.rldlon Alrlln.i       Cast- Canton. Convenience. > This is the way to go. 
' Adverti'eJ pint' iiMiilnblc for bookings made electronically through your trawl avail or on 
w*w.vmationexpre\sn»n; fhoil h\gh,-i •} booked thmugh Vatution Impress i all center Price* are per 
person baud on And pneu are offered on ukatd tkpenum only m 
Mm h, mm" M0f lv available on every flight and ore ndutfor new bookklU onlv; not valid for tfwup book- 
ings Flights operated by TnimMr'uh.in AMhia MM do Hot indude SepHmbti llth Security Fee and 
. \mm$Mdfmupto$IO$.IQptrp*im CotoRka4tpartmm(t26)§Md 
KtfuUk-tourist card (SIU i nm>< In- paul to loud authnnlio. Ml -m.ii<>n, | 
u.mge without no: | ■ hotel rating explanation. Prices SIS higher •■ ■ 
rigtnw i not fiiid/i trtnm documttttt Sot responsible >• 
Wth ipant Agreement for deb 
For reservations call 1-800-309-tf 17 or book online at www.v. «ation*xprf«,com 
i 
■ —- — > fJltfcBM^Muf^MldK   Hi   ~    '     ' 
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Rudy T. not feeling 
too good, calls it quits 
By John Nadel 
THF ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Rudy Tomjanovich resigned as 
coach of the Los Angeles Lakers 
yesterday, citing health concents 
brought on by the job. 
"There are no outside influ- 
ences, be it pressure from above, 
anything to do with my players 
or being here in Los Angeles." 
he said. "This is all about me 
and how I'm wired. Nobody put 
pressure on trie but me." 
Tomjanovich, 56, went 22-19 in 
his first season as Phil Jackson's 
successor and with a revamped 
lineup built around Kobe Bryant. 
Assistant coach Frank llamblen 
led the Lakers to a 2-0 record 
when Tomjanovich missed their 
last two games because of a stom- 
ach virus and a sinus infection. 
General manager Mitch 
Kupchak said llamblen would 
stay on indefinitely as interim 
coach. 
After victories, Tomjanovich 
said he would celebrate with a 
dinner of steak and fries, but the 
grinding feeling in his stomach 
always returned by the time he 
finished his meal. 
"It just kept wearing on me 
and wearing on me and my 
resistance got low. It hurt my 
health," he said, clearly subdued. 
"Maybe I'm an old general that 
needs to get his butt off the front 
line and do something else." 
Tomjanovich, who led the 
Houston Rockets to NBA titles 
in 1994 and 1995, returned to 
coaching after recovering from 
bladder cancer. 
I le said that he Ix'gan wearing 
down mentally and physically 
about a month ago. 
I went from this energetic, 
pumped-up guy to being sapped 
of a lot of energy.'' Tomjanovich 
said, adding that he lake, 
antibiotics regularly now. "It fust 
seems like I got deeper into not 
feeling good. Why this happened 
now and why my body couldn't 
take it, I do not have the answer." 
Tomjanovich said die Inkers 
offered him a consulting position 
New salary-cap proposal 
rejected by NHL players 
Mark I Terrill AP Pluto 
RESIGNING: Lakers' coach Rudy Tomjanovich, right, speaks with a ref 
during a game againsl the Clippers last month. Tomjanovich resigned 
as coach of the Lakers, citing health concerns. 
for two years, which lie planned 
to consider. 
lie denied that his resignation 
was prompted by any conflict 
with owner lerrj Buss oi injured 
superstar Bryant 
"I     took     on     tOO     much 
responsibility,'' ibmjanovichsaid 
"I couldn't shut it off when I was 
away from the arena. 
I didn't do a good job of having 
othei outlets to get rid of some of 
those feelings and it built up in 
my body." 
Tbmjanovich's decision 
stunned players and the front 
office, which now must now look 
for a successor. 
Well have to just kind of go 
horn there," Bryant said before 
Tuesday's 92-79 victory over 
Portland "But our main concern 
is him as a person 
"The othei da)  ai practice 
when we saw him, he looked 
kind of disheveled a little bit and 
everybody was comemed. I went 
up and talked lo him and called 
him the next day lo sir how lie 
was doing." 
Bryan)   sprained   his   right 
ankle Ian. 13 and hasn't played 
Since The Likers are 5-4 without 
Bryant 
[bmjanovich signed a S30 
million, live year contract last 
summer and replaced lackson, 
who left at the end ol last season 
addressing reports that lackson 
might consider returning as 
coach, Ku|>chak said he hadn't 
spoken to lackson in months. 
After leaving the Lakers, 
lackson wrote a tell-all book that 
portrayed Bryant as aloof and dif- 
ficult to coach. 
Alter cutting ties with lackson 
and trading ShaquOle O'Neal 
during die offseason, die hikers 
haven't been close to the elite 
team they were the previous eight 
years, when O'Neal and Bryan) 
led die way 
If the season ended today, the 
hikers would be in the playoffs 
•is die seventh-best team in the 
Western Conference. Following 
Thursday night's game against 
San Antonio, lliey play 2-1 of Uleir 
final 38 games on the road 
By Ira Podell 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
The NHLs latest salary cap 
proposal to end the season- 
long lockout was rejected yes 
terday by the NHL players' 
union, which came back with 
its own idea: Bring commis- 
sioner Gary Bettman to the 
bargaining table. 
Bettman accepted, and is set 
to rejoin the talks today for the 
first time since Dec. 14. He'll 
meet with union head Bob 
(ioodenow. 
In turning down the league's 
offer, the union reiterated it 
won't accept a salary cap as a 
solution. 
Hie league presented a 
written proposal with minor 
variations of concepts thai wen 
presented orally by the Nl II. 
last Thursday," NIILI'A senior 
director Ted Saskin said. "We 
lold die league last week and 
again today that their multilav- 
ered salary cap proposals were 
not the basis for an agreement" 
The sides met for four hours 
in Newark, N.I., the filth time in 
two weeks they've talked. 
The NHL proposed a six-yeai 
deal that contained a cap that 
would force teams to spend 
at least $32 million on player 
costs Inn no more than $42 mil- 
lion — including benefits, Both 
figures would be adjusted each 
year to reflect changes in league 
revenues. 
The lockout reached its 140th 
day yesterday, and has forced 
the cancellation of 762 of die 
1,230 regular-season games plus 
the All-Star game. 
Bettman has promised the 
:tll NHL teams that he will gel 
diem cost certainty, a direct link 
between league revenues and 
players costs. 
This offer would give the 
players between 53 and 55 
percent of league revenues. 
If a deal is reached in time 
for hockey to be played this 
year, the NHL proposed that the 
players' association would still 
receive 53 percent of revenues 
generated from a full playoff 
David Ouprey AP Photo 
LOCKED OUT: Islanders captain Michael Peca talks to a reporter about 
the lock out after leaving practice in Amherst, NY. last week. 
schedule dial would follow ,i 
shortened regular season 
Also included in die offei 
which could be reopened by the 
union after four years — was a 
profit-sharing plan that would 
allow die players' association 
lo evenly splil revenues over ,i 
negotiated level with the league 
On Dec. 9, the players 
association proposed a luxury- 
tax system with an immedi 
.ne 24 percent rollback on all 
existing contracts.   I he \MI 
liked the idea of culling down 
salaries   bin   called   thai   a 
short-term fix. 
That portion of die unions 
offer, however, was accepted 
and included in die leagues new 
proposal. 
[he NHL also proposed keep- 
ing guaranteed player contracts 
as they currently exist and 
implementing a jointly moni- 
tored accounting and audit 
sysiriii thai would penal- 
ize teams with multJmillion 
dollar fines and die loss ol draft 
choices if they failed to disclose 
financial Information. 
The league agreed lo keep 
arbitration, a change from its 
counterproposal to the union 
on Dec. 14, but die NHL wants 
lo make it so teams can take 
players to arbitration instead of 
il being a one-way process. 
The league also pro- 
posed offering a joint council 
between owners and players to 
discuss various business and 
game related issues. 
The BG News 
Classified Ads • 372-6977 
Travel 
*i Spring Break Vacations! Cancun. 
Jamaica. Acapukro. Bahamas, 
Florida. Best Prices! Book Now1" 
1 800 234-7007. 
www.endlesssummeriours.com 
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise 5 
Days $299' Includes Meals. Parlies 
Wiih Cetebriiies As Seen On Real 
World. Road Rules. Bachelor! 
Award Winning Company' 
SprlngBreakTravel.com 
1 -800-678-6386 
Today and Tomorrow Is It 
For Senior Portraits This Year! 
*£T&S 
stfSV 
A free portrait automatically gets your photo in the 
2005 KEY Yearbook Senior Section. 
You can schedule an appointment by calling 372-8634. 
Walk-ins are being accepted! 
14 Thursday. February 3.2005 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Travel Help Wanted 
Services Offered 
Post-abortion counseling 
Free & Conf:denlial 
BG Pregnancy Cenler 354-4673 
Personals 
S600 Group Fundraiser 
Scheduling Bonus 
4 hours of your group's lime PLUS 
our tree (yes. Iree) lundraising 
solutions EQUALS S1.000-2.000 in 
earnings lor your group. Call TO- 
DAY lor a S60O bonus when you 
schedule your non-sales fundraiser 
with   CampusFundraiser.    Contact 
CampusFundraiser  (8881-923-3238 
or visit caTOus'undraiser.coin 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES. 
Hot food, cold beer, great place. 
Dine in or delivery. 11 a m.-1 a.m. 
daily 352-9638. 
Educational backpacking trip to 
the Navajo Reservation in the 
high desert mountains of New 
Mexico and Arizona 
May 8 - May 21, 2005 
EARN 3 CREDIT HOURS 
If  Interested  -  There  will  be a 
meeting this Thursday. February 
3 at 9:05 pm in Olscamp 119 
OI Call Bill Thompson at 352-2815 
or email him at 
wthomo@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Wanted 
Babysitter needed in my Toledo 
home. Mon. - Thurs. 2:30 - 6 00pm. 
will split days 419-382-7052. 
Help Wanted 
IBARTENDING' S300/day potential 
No exp. necessary. Training provid- 
ed. Call 800-965-6520 ext 174 
S Spring Break S 
Cust. sales/ service, make own 
schedule, earn S for spring break 
now. All ages 18+. Conditions exist. 
CALL 419-861-6134 or apply at 
workfors1udents.com 
For Rent 
"«1 Spriog-BreaK Website! Low- 
est prices guaranteed Book 11 peo- 
ple, get 12th trip free1 Group dis- 
counts tor b.www.SprlngBreaKC-ls 
counti.com or 800-838-8202 
Spring Break 2005 with STS. Amen- 
ca's»1 Student Tour Operator Hir- 
ing campus reps. Call for group dis- 
counts Inlo/Reservations 1-800-648 
4849 www.slsiravel.com, 
Spring Break Specials' Panama City 
& Daylona 7 Nighls. 6 Free Parties 
S159! Cancun. Jamaica. Acapulco. 
Nassau $499 Including Air! Baha- 
mas Cruise $299' SprmgBreakTrav- 
el.com 1-800-678-6386 
For Sale 
Like new Mac G4 1.25 gh 512 M13 
ram. Adobe MB Ram Call for more 
details 585-755-2884 
For Rent 
'"Available now. 1 or 2 bdrm. 
low as S450/ mo. 
Call 9am to 9pm 419-353-0325 
1 & 2 bdrm. apts avail starting at 
S350. Excellent cond Very cozy Off 
street pkg. avail. S100 off 1st mo's. 
rent. Call 419-654-5716 
1 bdrm. apt. on 2nd SI. 
available immed. $350/ mo. * util. 
Call lor more info. 352-5414. 
1 house. 3 bdrms Avail. Aug15. 1-2 
bdrm . partially turn. apt. avail. June 
1st Call 419-352-4773, 419-265- 
1061 
BRM1D ntUI HOUSES 
HUfllLfiBLe FALL 2005 
• 3 & 4 Bedroom Houses 
■ I -2 Car garages w/automatic openers 
• Microwaves, garbage disposals, dishwashers 
• Washer & dryer in every home 
• Walk-in closets,ample storage 
• 2 blocks from campus w/shuttle service 
• Starting at $1200.00 (limit 3 people) 
HOURS: 
M-F 9am - 5pm 
Sat.9am-1pm 
445E.WoosterSt. 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
419-352-0717 CRIINIRIAR. INC. 
Area nursing home looking for 
housekeeping/laundry manager. Full 
time position Benefits alter 90 days. 
Must be dependable and willing to 
work hard in a hands on environ- 
ment. Fax: 781-846-0751 email 
hcsgjobs@yahoo.com. Health Care 
Services Group 1335 Bruck St. Co- 
lumbus. Ohio 43206. 
Childcare needed for 9 year old girl 
Mid-afternoons Mon.-Fri 
Call Susan lor details 
419-878-8610 or 917-903-1754. 
PAINTERS WANTED 
Must be willing to work. 
Starling soon Call 1-419-283-6716 
Secretarial Skills Needed 
Limited part-time. S9/hr. 
Myo-Fit 419-409-0067 
SPORTS' FUN! OUTDOORS' 
KIDS! MONEY! Maine camp needs 
fun loving counselors to toach 
Land/water sports. Great summer' 
Call (8881 844-8080. apply: 
www.campcedar.com 
Wait staff, host/hostesses. Full or 
part-time, flexible hrs., excellent 
pay. Apply within. Gourmet of 
China 126 Chesterfield Ln., 
Maumee Across from Meijer. 
419-893-9465. 
Want people willing to learn & work 
on wood floors including gym floors. 
Starting when school is out for the 
summer until the middle of Aug. 
Work consists of operating equip, in- 
cluding floor buffers & floor sanding 
machines. Also measuring, laying 
out S painting game lines & art work 
& applying gym floor finish. We will 
thoroughly tram you in all phases of 
the work. Job pays $8/ hr. You can 
expect between 40-50 hrs./ wk. 
Hours can be flexible. Must be 
punctual & reliable & willing to 
accept responsibility. Please contact 
Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or fax 
resume to 419-385-6483. 
1 bedroom duplex 
849 Sixth St-$325/mo. 
August 2005 Lease, 419-352-9392 
1 large room with private balh 
Available now. 
Call 352-5822 
2 bdrm. apt. 841 8th St. 1 1/2 baths, 
subleaser needed. $470/ mo ♦ util. 
419-203-0023. 
219 E. Wooster, 3 bdrm., 2 
houses away from downtown. 
Starting In May. 419-376-4079 
3 bdrm. house lor sublease 
456 S. Main. S725/ mo. 
Call 419-356-1773. 
3 bdrm. plus A/C, W/D. garage. 
2 blocks from campus. Avail. May 
248-755-9686 
311 Ridge St-3 bdrm..house. 
Avail. Fall 2005. Girls only No pets 
352-5882 
854 8th St. 1 bdrm.$395 mo. 
plus elec. & dep Third floor. 
419-392-3354. 
Avail, now for quiet faculty/grad sidt 
No smoking/pets. BG Nat'l. Historic 
Reg. Bay window w/ stained glass. 
2 bdrm., 1 1/2 baths, bsmt, Ivg im . 
din. rm., kit., W/D. stove, relrig. 
419-261-2038. 
BG Apts-818/822 2nd SI. 
2 BR Apts avail May or August 
$490 + gas/elec 12 mo. lease 
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917 
Female subleaser needed immed. 
$240/ mo. plus utilities. 
Call Beth 419-575-0802 
Something lor Everyone 
Undergrads -704 5th St 
9 or 12 mo. lease. 2 bdrm. furn 
shutttle stop 
Seniors & Grads -710 7th St 
1 yr.lease, 2 bdrm. unfurn. heat pd 
Grad Students - 601 3rd St. 
1 bdrm. furn. 
Quiet building 
419-352-3445 
•"No Unrelated Tenant Rule Here 
Lg. house & apts renting now 926 S 
1030 Wooster. Max 7-8 stud allow 
916 3rd St. & 303 Merry Max 8 stud 
309 Merry includ.all util Max 6 stud 
146 S College & 315 Merry up & dn 
Max 5 Smaller 1 & 2 bdrm. houses 
& apts avail Listing avail. 24/7 316 
E. Merry #3 or call 419-353-0325 
9am-9pm. 
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ACROSS 
1 Females of the species 
5 Persian rulers 
10 Rip 
14 House opening? 
15 Holland bulb 
16 Confederate 
17 Word in an ultimatum 
18 Violin maker 
19 Jot 
20 Start of Clare Booth Luce quote 
23 One at the wheel 
24 Rims 
28 Dilettante 
32 Mine find 
33 Gardner's Mason 
37 Part 2 ot quote 
39 Swing around 
40 Part 3 ol quote 
42 Make over 
43 Part 4 ol quote 
45 More rational 
46 Make up 'acts 
1 Eyeglasses, informally 
2 Spartan serf 
3 Follow 
4 Cubic meter 
5 Play producer 
6 Bones of upper arms 
7 Jai _ 
8 Successful swings 
9 Type of curl 
10 Brought under control 
11 Wallach of "The 
Magnificent Seven" 
12 PC key 
13 Bread buy 
21 Bohemian 
22 Group of gnus 
25 Bridge expert 
26 Wear away 
27 Mexicali mister 
29 Play the coquette 
30 Fond du  . . Wl 
31 Old English letter 
33 Hymn ol praise 
34 "Dallas" matnarch 
3b Adiudicated 
36 Classic car 
38 Period 
47 Antagonistic 
50 Jason's love 
52 Mid-ocean 
57 End of quote 
61 Latin 101 verb 
64 Jots 




69 Editorial directive 
70 Imaginary substance 
71 Mark for removal 
40 Sci-fi Doctor 
41 Males of the species 
44 Bangkok guy 
45 Appear 
48 Conceive 
49 "Children of a _ 
God" 
51 Arena happening 
53 Did modeling 
54 Smoothly agreeable 
55 Actress Georgia 
56 Make amends 
58 Mature 
59 Legal wrong 
60 Bryce Canyon 
location 
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MID SCHOOL? 
CALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP 
GMAT     GRE      MCAT     LSAT       DAT     NCLEX 
1-800-KAP-TEST   •   www.KAPTKSTxoM 
KAPLAN 
For Rent 
New 5th & 7th Sis. 3-4 bdrms. W/D, 
A/C. dwshr. 2 baths. S900-1100/mo. 
Avail. May & Aug 419-354-2500 
Share city house 1 block from 
BGSU campus. Laundry & Cable 
TV $325/ mo 231 -929-9249 
FOR RENT - 3 bdrm. house for 
2005-06 school year, starting in 
May. W/D. central air 606 Clough 
5990 mo & util. 419-654-9512. 
4P 
Management Inc. 
[L®<1 ©M TF@MT ^©8 
>/ View our 2005/2006 availability 
\y     (Heinzsite will have Free High 
Speed Internet Access) 
>y View pictures, map of locations, 
\y     paperwork and other info to 
make your search easier 
Register for the IPOD 
give away 
Or visit us at 
1045 N. Main Suite 7B 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 




For Rent For Rent 
Female subleaser needed beginning 
May thru beg of Aug $300/ mo 
♦util. Just built townhouse on corner 
ol 3rd & S College. W/D includ 
330-416-0863 
Very nice 4 bdrm house. 1 yr 
lease, Avail 8/1/05. $1300/ mo 
Call 419-353-1556 









Coupon not needed 
Open lor Lunch 
Fn. Sat. Sun 
Good Al All Participating 
i ■■ .it   ' 
bV 
203 N Main. BO 
'You Deserve the Best!' 




on her engagement 
& 
Chelsea Snyder 
on being pearled to 
Matt Sussman! 




I iit,itn'>, t ir.iv\, ( vli-.l iw, 
\WeuMe jnd ComKrrjj Sniffing. 
* From 4 pm unnl 9 pm * 
Ms 
^- 
III IXiwnlown Rowling Green 
Smoking & Non-Smoking 
Dining Rooms 
'The of isters 
itfvfui Chi Omega 
would (ike to 
congratulate 
Sarah hooper 





Serving B6 Since 1980 
Locally Owned and Family Operated 
Celebrating Our 25th Anniversary! 
 .    Tan While You Wash!   I 
SOUTHSIDELAUNDROMAr 
993 5. Main 
419-353-8826 
THE WASH HOUSE 
248 N. Main 
419-354-1559 
New Premium Berli Are Here! 
New Lower Prices! 




NO HIDDEN FEES 
Closest to Campus!   }  








1 8c 2 Bedroom Ants. 
washerAL-ycr in 2 bdrms 
FREE Internet Access 
WALK TO CAMPUS! 
1 bdrms starting at $415/Mo plus Utilities 
2 bdrms starting at $720/Mo plus Utilities 
AfEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Check our our website it WWW.Ml 11 \||(; COM 
Of call 419-353-5800 
- ■ ... *  
